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I

AbstJ;'act

Mathematically, a paJ;'tition of a finite set is a division of that

set into a collection of nonempty, paiJ;'Wise disjoint, and collectively

exha1,lstive s1,lbsets. J;n tile pJ;'esent st1,ldy, a wide vaJ:'iety of meaS1,lres of

distance between paJ;'titions weJ;'e scaled in E1,lclidean and city-block

spaces of two and three dimensions by ShepaJ;'d~Krusl<al methods. The

scaled results cleaJ;'ly recovered the algebJ;'aic structure of the partition

lattice, placing isomorphic paJ;'titions on regular contour lines around

either the splitter partition (all objects in sepaJ;'ate cells) OJ;' the

lumper·partition (all objects in one cell), depending upon the measure

of partition distance employed. This provides a verification of the

1,ltility of Shepard-Kruskal scaling for representing the structure of

some very complex finite geometries. At the same time, diffe;rent dis

tance measures were clearly shown to be differentially effective in

achieving the indicated structure, and hence Shepard-Kruskal methods

p;roved 1,lseful fo;r classifying tile behavioJ;' of different measures and

selecting some measures over otheJ;'s. These results aJ;'e sUbstantively

J;'elevant to a variety of semantic applications involving the analysis

of diffeJ;'ences between individual sorting behaviors, and also to ceJ;'tain

kinds of behavioral data arising in sociobiOlogy, PrioJ;' to the present

st1,ldy,.little systematic attempt appears to have been made to assess

the validity of ShepaJ;'d-Kruskal techniques in scaling discrete spaces,

by contr?st to the well-known wor};. of J3eals/Krantz, and Tversky (1968)

on scaling of continuous spaces,
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There is an extensive behaviora~ science literature dealing with

the const~ction and use Of numerioal measures for quantitative descrip-

tion of re~ational st~ctures. Struotura~ measures of various kinds

have been employed for desoribing and oomparing sets! partitions, order

ings, trees, graphs, groups and semigroups, grmnmars, and other kinds of

oomplex relationa~ entities. Any of a ~arge number of information-

theoret;j.c measures fq.ll in this oategory, as do vq.rious meq.sures of

grmnmq.tioq.~ oomp~exity (Chomsky and Miller, ~963) q.nd hierq.rohioq.~ struo-

ture (Lq.ndq.u, ~95~; BoorJl\an! 1970). Perhaps beoq.use of the substq.ntive

importq.nce of structurq.l eguj,vq.~enoe oonoepts in mq.ny behq.viorq.l prob~ems

(see Lorrq.in, in press), struoturq.l meq.sures dealing with partitions

(their complexity, similq.rity, eto,) q.re probably the single most im-

portant o~q.ss of measures of relq.tional struoture. A systemq.tic approaoh

to st~otural measures on partitions and trees is developed from a

·lq.ttioe-theoretic viewp9int in previous l1apere Of the present authors

(B09rman, 1970; Boormq.n and Arq.bie, 1972; ~orman q.nd O~ivier, in press).

Thie development is mQre algebraioa~ly oriented thq.n eq.rlier comparq.tive

*Order of q.uthorship is alphq.betical.
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and survey work for other kinds of structural measures (e,g" Restle,

1959, for set metrics; Attneave, 1959, for information measures; Flament,

1962, 1963, for measures of graphical structure; DalrYillple~A1ford, 1970,

Fre,nkel and Cole, 1971, Roenker, ',['hompson, and Brown, 1971, for cluster~

ing in f;J;'ee :r:ecan) ,

Xn the absence of substantive or theoretical constre,ints, measures

proliferate, and it is often unclee,r what is being captured byanypa:r:

ticule,r one (see, for example, the critical survey of alterne,tive measures

of the :'centrality" of a graJ?h in Sabidussi, .1967). ',['0 gain some kind of

methodological control over this prolife:r:ation is the motivation of the

compa:r:ative work just cited, A majol;' prob;).em, howeVe;J;', is that over

whelmingly the eXisting literature deals only with abstract formulas

defining structural measures, and highly qua;).itative deductions from the

formulas. Because all relational structure is intpinsice,lly COillple%,

such que,litative discussions are frequently very weak and conclusions

drawn from them are unreliable, A good e:x;ample is the provocative but

totally abstract and impractical discussion Of Bevelas's (1950) central

ity index from the standpoint o;f the automorphism group of the graph in

Flament (1963, pp, 50-52). Empirically-oriented users, on the other

he,nd, are interested in the dete,ils o;f the numerical behavior Of a pe,r

ticular measure. Despite some work for entropy e,nd related information

theoretic measures (e.g" Miller, 1955) and detailed knowledge of the

mean and variance of Landau's hiera:r:cby index (Landau, 1951; Holland,

1971) under a variety of interesting conditions, relatively little is

known about the numerical behavior of most structural measures, ',['here

is essentially no litel;'atur~ for any kind of structural measure which
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seriously attacks the problem of quantitatively comparing different

meaSures, and classifying them according to their numerical output.

The present study is one specialized attempt to study this numerical

behavior problem from a particular viewpoint, namely, that of nonmetric

multidimensional scaling and related techniques. Concretely, we will

report the results of extensive application of scaling to representation

of measures of distance between partitions of a finite set. The objective

is to compare the different distance geometries which distance measures

can impose on partition spaces.

This problem is of more than purely methodological interest as a

highly specialized interface between scaling and certain other aspects of

measurement, and some of our conclusions are as follows. To begin with,

one of our findings (Section 2 below) is that by no means do information

theoretic measures necessarily have more desirable performance charac

teristics than do alternative measures of pa~tition structu~e. This fact

has ve~ practical implications as far as the use of entropy-based

structural measures is concerned. Although the influence of information

theoretic formalism in behavioral science investigations has clearly

diminished in the past decade, there is still a strong reflex tendency

on the part of investigators to introduce infor~mation-theoreticmeaSures

without considering their appropriateness for the problem at hand. To

some extent, this tendencY derives from a naive faith in axiomatic justi

fications of the entropy measure (e.g., Khinchin,1957, which is frequently

cited in the literature). The relevance and utility of these axiomatic

derivations is effectively attacked by Mandelbrot (1966) from a theoret

ical standpoint, but his context (psycholinguistics) is ve~ limited.
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One of the few investigators to consider empirically the need for a sys

tematic comparison of the entropy measure with rival structural measures

is Levins (1968a, 1968b), but his focus is on a particular set of ecol

ogical niche breadth data, and is hence again too restricted to be very

informative.

On a more substantive level, measurement problems related to parti

tions have intrinsic importance because partitions are a kind of mathematical

structure underlying much behavioral data, for example, that generated by

the method of sorting. Stimuli to be sorted .have ranged from color patches

(Fillenbaum and Rapoport, 1971) to common nouns (Miller, 1969), and the

method of the Q-sort has been extens~vely employed by George Kelly and

other clinicians (Block, 1961). The relative ease with which data can be

collected by sorting methods has led possible questions to outrun system_

atic techniques in many aspects of the study of semantic and associative

structures to which sorting may be applied. To a large extent, existing

formal work (e.g., Miller, 1969) has be"l;l confined to analyzing to co

occurrence incidence matrices which can be derived from any family of

partitions. This analysis poses a simpler prOblem, but one which involves

discarding a large amount of the structure inherent in partition data.

In particular, once the data is reduced to incidence matrix form, it no

longer becomes possible to analyze the obtained family of partitions for

homogeneous clusters, or to discuss individual differences between sorters.

Such prOblems naturally arise, for example, in th" practical use of sorting

to differentiate diagnosed schizophrenics from a control group of normals

(Pavy, 1968). There is, moreover, no question that different distance
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~e~sures are differentially effective in conjunction with scaling tech

niques (see discussion of interpoint distance ties in Section 4 below).

A formally homologous p~oblem arises in the study of primitive social

systems consisting of freely forming small groups (White, 1962; Cohen,

1971). At any observation time, such a system may be described as a

partition of its individual members among the groups they form, and we

may ask questio~s about structural changes over time in terms of distance

between partitions. Using scaling of partition distances, it is possible,

for example, to differentiate systematic changes in the structure from

random drift effects. An application of this type to a sociobiological

example arising in primate behavior studies is developed in Section 7

below.

At the same time that better understanding of partition distance

measures is relevant for behavioral data analysis, the present study has

methodOlogical implications for the use of multidimensional scaling. It

should be emphasized that there is no a priori guarantee that geometric

modeling of the multidimensional scaling type will provide meaningful

i~formation in any particular application. Shepard's original conjecture,

that the interpoint distance orderings asymptotically define a given con,

figuration of points in a Minkowski r-space up to the similarity group

(Shepard, 1962, 1966), has the nature of a unique recovery property,

r~ther than an existence result. Moreover, prior to the present stUdy,

little systematic attempt appears to have been made to assess the possi

bility of fruitfully scaling discrete spaces, though there is a growing

body of liter~ture which performs such scalings on concrete empirical

data of various kinds. For justification of the scaling of continuous
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spaces there is, by contrast, the well-known work of Beals, Krant~, and

Tversky (1968). Although much of the early work using multidimensional

analysis was for stimulus spaces which could at least in principle be

treated as continuous (e.g., Ekman, 1954), all semantic spaces are

discrete and it is only recently that the theoretical issues concerning

the application of Shepard-Kruskal methods to such spaces have been in.

vestigated (e.g., Arnold, 1971).

1. Procedure

In the present study, 12 distance measures were applied to partitions

of a finite set and the obtained proximity matrices were scaled in Euclid·

ean and city·block spaces of two and three dimensions, using Kruskal's

(1964a, 1964b) scaling algorithm. The data On which our conclusions are

based are comparatively extensive, involving well over SOO runs of

Kruskal's MDSCAL·4 and MDSCAL-5 programs, as well as various supplementary

programs described below. As is clear from Table 1, most of the scaling

runs involved between 50 and 60 points, and consequently the present study

is one of the most extensive tests of MDSCAL for large input configura.

tions which has been undertaken to date. Because of space limitations,

the present report reproduces only a very limited sample of the obtained

scalings; Table 1 gives summary statistics on the runs made (see also

Table 11 below for summary statistics on the obtained stresses fOr stress

formula 1).

We first introduce some minimal formal background material On parti_

tion lattices (see Ore, 1942; Birkhoff, 1967; Szas~, 196~, for more

extensive treatment). A partition P of a finite set S is a division

of that set into a collection of nonempty, pairwise disjoint, and
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Table 1

Invento~of Runs on Which the Present St~dy is Based

2 dimensions, :Sotn Witnout Witnout Without

Euclidean metric endpoints P P eitnerlumper splitter

4-lattice 6 5 10 14

(15 points)

5-lattice

(52 points)

6-lattioe sample

(60 pointe;)

10.lattice sample

(60 points)

8

16

9

6a

6

24

25

8

22

7

9

14

15



Table 1 (cont'd)

2 dimensions I

City-block metric

4-lattice

5-lattice

6-lattice sample

10-lattice sample

Both

endpoints

o

8

8

18

Wit1;lout

Plumper

2

10

3

9

Without

PsPlitter

12

o

30

Without

either

14

;1.6

o

1;1.

3 dimensions I Botn WHhout Without Without

lluc:I.idean met):'ic endpoints Plump"r Psp;J.iHep either

4.1attice 6 5 10 14

6.1attice sampl"

lO-lattice samp:I.e

4

o

o

6b

5

o

o

6

o

o

8

o

o



Table 1 (cont'd)

3 dimensions, Both Without Without Without

City-bloc~ metric endpoints P Psplitter either
lumper

4-lattice 0 2 10 16

5-lattice

6-lattice sample

la-lattice sample

8

o

a

la

a

a

12

a

a

16

a

o

Note,--Each entry includes all nondegenerate runs obtained summed

over all 12 measures and all rescalings with random initial configuration.

A degenerate run is defined to be Qne wllich seJ?arates the partitions

scaled into two clusters wllose radii approach zero as iterations con

tinue. ~f a rescaling of a run with a different initial configuration

produced a degeneracy, neither run is counted in tlle tabulation.
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collectively exhaustive subsets. We employ parenthetical notation to

describe specific partitions; thus P ~ ((ab)(cd» is a pa,tition of

S ~ fa,b,c,d} with two components (ab) and (cd) which we will term

. cells.

Definition 1.1: A partition P is finer than a partition Q (p < Q)----- . -
if and only if each cell c E P is contained in SOme cell d E Q (dually,

we say that Q is coarser than p)...:.;:.;.;;;,;:;.;:.;:.- We w;rite P < Q if P < Q and-
Definition 1.2: The intersection P n Q of two partitions is de-

fined as follows: two elements a,b E S are in the same cell of P n Q

if and only if they are in the same cell of P and also in the same cell

of Q.

For example, if P ~ ((ab)(cd» and Q ~ ((abc)(d», then P n Q

is ((ab)(C)(d».

There is a dual concept of the union of two partitions (this will

be explicitly used in what follows only in connection with discussion of

alternatives to the meaSure TI2MINUS in Section 4 below),

Definition 1.3: The union P U Q of two partitions P and Q is

defined as follows: two elements a,b E S are in the same cell of P U Q

if and only if there is a finite sequence • I' .. ( a ~ b
q

of

elements of S such that

a cell of Q.

a.,a. 1 co-occur either in a cell of P or
1, 1,+

In the above example, P U Q ~ (( abcd», We will refer in general

to the partition which lumps an elements of S togetheJ;' as Flumper

and that which sPlits all elements of S into isolate cells as PSPlitter'

Thus if S ~ la,b,c,d} , Plumper ~ ((abed» and FsplitteJ;' ~ ((a)(b)(c)(d».

7



We now have the following basiG proposition:

Theorem: The set 1P(S) of all partitions of S forms a lattiGe

under ~, i.e., every pair of partitions p" and Q will have a unique

least upper bound, P U Q , and a unique greatest lower bound, P n' Q.

Proof: See Szasz (1963) for "prqqf qf this assertion, together with

a much fuller characterization of the lattice structure.

B.v a partition space we mean simply a family of partitions consti-

tuting a subset of" some partition lattice. Four basic partition spaces

were endowed with metrics and submitted as inputs to multidimensional

scaling algorithms: the full lattice of all 15 partitions of a four element

set (henceforth termed the 4-lattice); the full lattice of all 52 parti-

tions of a five element set (5-lattice);and two 60-element random samples

from the partition lattices on six and ten objects, respectively, (which

will be termed, respectively, the 6- and 10-lattice samples). These last

samples were obtained by a procedure for generating random partitions.

This procedure (Arabie and Boorman, 1972) quite closely approximates the

rectangular di.stributi.on on the entire partition lattice over a reasonaply

small underlying set S (an alternative generation procedure is described

in Miller, 1969). In the case of the 6-lattice the rati,o of the sample

to the full lattice size was

60
203 = .296 ,

while in the case of the 10-lattice it was

60 -4
115,975 = .0005 = 5 x 10

Taples 2 and 3 display the specific samples used.
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Table 2

6~lattice Samn le of 58 Partitions with P
1"', ' umper

and Psplitter Adjoined

(123456)

(146)(235)

(1236)(45)

(126) (345)

(1245)(36)

(13)(2456)

(16)( 245) (3)

(145)(26)(3)

(15)(246)(3)

(12) (356)(4)

(123)( 46)( 5)

(;1,3)(246)(5)

(1)(2346)(5)

(136) (2) (45)

(1345)(2)(6)

(1245)(3)(6)

(145) (23) (6)

(:1.35)(24)(6)

(125)( 34) (6)

(1234) (5) (6)

(123)(45)(6)

(13)(245)(6)

(13)(25)(46)

(1) (235 ) (46)

(124)(3)(56)

(14) (23) (56)

(14) (25) (36)

(12) (34) (56)

(1)(23) (456)

(1)(2)(3456)

(1)(26)(35)(4)

(15)(2)(36)(4)

(1) (2) (356) (4)

(J.6) (24) (3)( 5)

(14)(26)(3)(5)

(1) (246) (3)(5)

(126)(3)(4)(5)

(13) (26) (4 )(5)

(12)(36)(4)(5)

(14) (2) (36)( 5)

(1)(24)(36)(5)

(1) (23) (46)( 5)

8a

(1)(2)(36)(45)

(145)(2)(3)(6)

(15)(24)(3)(6)

(1)( 245)(3)(6)

(135)(2)(4)(6)

(12) (35) (4)( 6)

(1)(235)(4)(6)

(15)(2)(34)(6)

(124)(3)(5)(6)

(14)(2)(35)(6)

(:1.)(24)(35)(6)

(15) (2) (3) (46)

(14) (2) (3) (56)

(1)(24)(3)(56)

(1)(24)(3)(5)(6)

(12)(3)(4)(5)(6)

(1)(2)(3)(4)(56)

(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)



Table 3

10-lattice Sample of 58 Partitions with PIumper

andPsplitter Adjoined

(1234567890)

(123)(45)(6)(780)(9)

(10)(23458)(679)

(1)(2689)(30)(4)(5)(7)

(1)(2780)(356)(4)(9)

(1236) (49)( 578) (0)

(170)(29)(35)(4)(6)(8)

(1)(2)(37)(490)(5)(6)(8)

(l8) (2) (35) (4) (6) (7) (9)( 0)

(148)(20)(3679)(5)

(l57) (239) (46) (80)

(17)(235)(489)(6)(0)

(170)(2)(39)(48)(56)

(1370)(2)(4)(5)(6)(8)(9)

(1350)(268)(49)(7)

(1)(28)(37)(46)(50)(9)

(1)(25)(369)(40)(78)

(146)(28)(3)(5)(7)(9)(0)

(l9)(26)(3)(457)(80)

(156)(2)(39)(470)(8)

(135)(2)(469)(780)

Sb

(1)(29)(345)(6)(7)(80)

. (1890)(2)(3)(45)(67)

(179)(2)(30)(48)(56)

(147)(269)(350)(8)

(1)(24)(3)(59)(6)(780)

(1240)(36)(57)(8)(9)

(13480)(2679)(5)

(1350) (29) (4) (68) (7)

(1) (235) (47) (6) (8go)

(15)(2)(36)(4)(7)(89)(0)

(1578)(20)(349)(6)

(1358)(20)(49)(67)

(157)(290)(38)(46)

(16)(2390)(4578)

(160) (247) (3) (589)·

(19)(26)(358)(470)

(15) (20) (37) (4) (68) (9)

(1)(2)(3)(4)(560)(7)(89)

(135)(26)(4)(7)(89)(0)

(1)(2)(3)(468)(590)(7)

(1)(2)(3)(45)(60)(78)(9)



Tab1" 3 (Gont I d)

(1269)(3)(45)(7)(8)(0)

(1)(2479)(3680)(5)

(1)(20)(3)(4)(58)(69)(7)

(168)(27)(3)(450)(9)

(16)(2)(3)(459)(78)(0)

(1)(2)(39)(45678)(0)

(15)(2)(3890)(4)(67)

(149) (258)( 3) (60) (7)

(1)(23)(48)(5679)(0)

(10)(2459)(3)(67)(8)

(14789)(260)(3)(5)

(125)(3790)(46)(8) .

(148)(2)(35690)(7)

(148)(20)(3)(57)(69)

(126)(3)(4)(5)(7)(8)(9)(0)

(128)(3470)(59)(6)

(1249)(37)(58)(60)

(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)(0)



Giyen any pa~tition lattice ~ , a semimetric on that lattice is a

mapping m: J.. x;f ... R which satisfies

(i) m(~,Q) ~ 0 and = 0 for ~ = Q

(ii) m(~,Q)=m(Q,~) for all ~,Q E ~

(see Blumenthal, 1953, for discussion of semimetrics; see also Shepard,

1969, 1972). If, in addition, m satisfies

(iii) m(P,R) ~ m(P,Q) + m(Q,R) (triangle inequality)

(for all P,Q,R E .;[), then m is a metric. All measures of partition

distance considered in the present study are semimetrics, and the majority

are either metrics or derived from metrics in some simple way. Twelve

such measures in all were studied. For the sake of easy reference, their

defining formulas are collected in Table 4. The measures PAIRBONDS,

INFOTWO, and MULTINOM are all metrics derived from supervaluations on

pa~tition lattices, and are discussed in Section 2; I~WOTHKi, 1,NT!SQP,

l-NT!1+2, INVRHEIT, and NVRNTROP are essentially all normalizations of

these metrics, and are treated in Section 3; APPROX and TI2MINUS are

characterized by massive numbers of interpoint distance ties and are

analyzed in Section 4 while Section 5 handles I-LAMBDA and CHIS QUAR,

which are simple linear transformations of the two classical measures of

association from which their names are taken.

Given the partition spaces we have described, the actual distance

values for the 12 measures were computed for each space by means of a

FORTRAN IV program written by the authors. l This program produced half

matrices of distances which were then input into the prograrr1s in the

MDSCAL series. Finally, the resulting scaling configuration was rotated

to congruence with a given target configuration by means Of a program

9



~able ~

Structural Mea~ure~ of Part~t~on D~stance

In what follows, we employ the follow~ng abbrev~at~ons and

convent~ons:

n ~ 1S I (size of S) ;

P n 0. '" (zij) ;

Ipl, p " 10.1; Ip n 0. I ~

~ ,,\,.'(IC2il)D(P) L '
'l.

s~ze of P n:0. (numbaJ;' of none!'lpty z.. );
'l.J

E(P)

v(p) ~ lOg2n - E(P)

Icl ~ max iI cImax

lal ~ max (I d1max

Iz~ol ~ max (I Z~j I

Izojl ~ max ( I\jl

C € p) (laJ;'gest cell s~ze ~n p);

D € 0.) (largest call s~4e in 0.);

d. E 0.)
J



1 -

Name of measure

PAIRPONDS

INFOTWO

MULTINOM

INFOTHRy(a)

l-NT/l+2( c)

APl;'ROX

:I.-LAMBDA

TI2MINUS

CHIS QUAR( d)

NV1\NTROp(e)

Table 4 (cont'd)

Defining formula

D(P)+D(Q)-2D(P n Q)

v(p)+V(Q)-2V(P n Q)

M(P)+M(Q)-2M(P n Q)

INFOTWO/E(P n' Q)

D(P n Q)

!D(P)DlQ)

PAIRBONDS
~ D(P)+D(Q)

IpnQI - min(lpl, IQI)

(L: Iz .. 1
2

)
..~-l

~l- lJ lJ
. min(IPl-l,IQI-l)

PAIRBONDS

(~)-D(P n Q)

INFOTWO

9b



Tab~e 4 (coot'd)

Not",s;

(a) The deoomioator vaoish",s if and only if P~Q~Pl ~ aodurnp",,,

io this cas", we define JNfOTaRX and 1NVRHE1T to b", 0,

(b) T.f D(P) . o.r D(Q) is, 0, th",o eith.",r.. D or Q is P'" ,. .. ·sp1itter'

10 this case, we d",fio", l-NT/SQP from Psplitter to itself to be 0, and

bstw",eo P l'tt and aoy other partition to be 1,sp l,. ",r ,..

(c) Th", deoominator vanish",s if and only if D(P) ~ D(Q) ~ ° ,
aod heoce P~Q~PsPlitter' 10 this Case w~ define l_Nr/l+2 to be O.

(d) As in (a); CHlSQUAR from P1 to its",lf is 0, aod from. urnper

P
l

. to any othe);' partitioo is. Lurnper

(e) The denominator vaoishes·if and oo~y if P~Q~PSP1itt",r' and

io this case, we define NVRNTROP to be 0,

9c



Specifically, various of the normalized measures

of Donald C. Olivier (Olivier, 1970, gives a description of the mathe-

matical foundations of this procedure). This rotation was designed to

orient the natural lattice dimension from PI to P l"tt along theumper sp l er

x-axis for all plots, and hence permitted comparison of metrics more

2
easily tban would otherwise have been the case"

Computation of sOme of the 12 measures revealed degeneracies in the

multidimensional scalings owing to their behavior on the lattice endpoints,

PlOt and P •sp ). ter lumper

place eitber Psplitter or Plumper a maxi.mum (unit) distance from an)\' other

point. The result is to make the designated endpoint behave somewhat like

the point at infinity in standard metrizations of the Riemann sphere (e.g.,

~tereograpbic projection). This phenomenon leads to degeneracies when

we try to scale the space with the given distance measure, since the al-

gorithm attempts to place the endpoint at a maximum (unit) distance from

all other points, SUbject to the constraint (Kruskal , 1964b)

L Ilx f ~ 1 ,
"PEl. l'

so that the remaining points collapse into a cluster whose radius ap-

proaches zero as iterations continue. In order to eliminate this difficulty,

we considered various subspace scalings involving removal of one or both

endpoints. A complete list of the degeneracies is given by Table 5. Thus,

in the case of a measure on a given lattice with no endpoint degeneracies,

we computed up to four scalings for each choice of dimensionality and out-

put metric (compare Table 1). Even where there were no degeneracies,

these alternative scalings provided a useful sensitivity analysis for the

10



Table 5

Endpo~nt Degenera~ies for the Distance Meas~res Of Table 4

Name of

measuJ;'e

Both

endpoints

Without

J?lUlIlper

Without

J?splitter

witl)out

either

J?AIRBONDS

IN.FOTWO

MULTINOM

IN.FOTHRY * *
l-NT/SQP * *
l-NT/l+2 * *
APJ?ROX

l-LAMBDA * *
TI2MlNUS

CmSQUAR * *
INVRBEIT * *
NRVNTROJ? *

Note.--A star (*) ind~cates that with the ~ndicated endpoints

present the configuration degenerates because one or the other Of

the endpoints present ~s ma~imal (unit) distance from all other

points ~n the space.

lOa



metrics, since we shall see (Section 2 below) that the endpoints tend to

dominate the behavior of the scaling solutions.

Various MDSCAL parameter options were tried, involving choice of

initial configuration (L-, random, or rational), dimension (2-. or 3~),

and metric of the scaling solution (city-block or Euclidean). In all

cases scaled (except for a test of stress formula 2 on the Struhsaker

data analyzed in Section 7) ,the stress formula employed was stress

formula 1, which is the original objective function suggested by Kruskal

(1964a, 1964b).3 There is a published literature on the expected bee

havior of stress formula 1 which is lacking for stress formula 2( see,

e.g., Klahr, 1969; Stenson and Knoll, 1969). In all cases scaled, more-

over, we employed the primary stress approach to ties, which does not

treat tied interpoint distances as constraints, as opposed to the secondary

stress approach option, which accepts ties as constraints (Kruskal, 1964a).

The primary stress approach appeared theoretically preferable in view of

the large number of interpoint distance ties given by even the most

discriminating of our distance measures (see Appendix). Adoption of the

primary approach for such data means that the scaling is given the greatest

possible chance to fail in recovering meaningful lattice structure, and

hence the algorithm is in this sense being subjected to a more stringent

validation criterion than for the secondary approach. Presence of in

discernible or missing individuals in many instances of cOncrete partition

data (see, e.g.) Section 7 below) makes a secondary stress approach addi

tionally unrealistic for the purpose of many applications.

As far as input configurations are concerned, the standard L

configUration (described in Kruskal, 1964b) frequently led to local

11



mtnima, and in ce~tain cases to quite severe ones, with an arrangement of

points which was considerably less interpretable than that produced by

the algoritbm from a random initial cOnfiguration. Consider a particula~

5-tuple (lattice, endpoint configuration, input distance measure, output

dimensionality, output metric), which completely describes a scaling run

except for selection of the initial cOnfiguration. Of the 154 such 5

tuples initially scaled with the L-configu~ation and then ~scaled with

a random initial configu~ation (in Some cases more than once), 73 achieved

st~ss reduction in the best of the random solutions when compared with

the L-configuration solution. In the 41 of such 5-tuples rescaled mo~

than once with random initial configuration, the overwhelming majority

(37) achieved stress reduction. The three (dimensionality, output metric)

pairs corresponding to the cases whe~ most of the repeated ~scalings

were done were (i) the 6-lattice with the Euclidean metric and the 10

lattice with (ii) the city-block and (iii) the Euclidean metric. Table

7 describes ~levant statistics of average stress reduction fo~ these

cases. In the light of Table 6, existing literature on average stress

(Klahr, 1969; Stenson and Knoll, 1969), which is based on the L

configuration solution only, should probably be corrected by reducing

the obtained values by a quantity on the order Of 2% to 5%.

In addition to random configurations, a version of MDSCAL-3 was run

which was designed so as to have inputs obtained from a Torge~son metric

analysis of the original data (see Young and Torge~son, 1967). The

Objective was to test the hypothesis that a met~ic principal components

analysis of the proximity matrix might provide starting configuration

for the nonmetric gradient algorithm more nea~ly optimal than either

l2



Table 6

Reduction of stress Values by Rescaling with

Random Initial Configuration

Dimensionality = 2

Number of

5-tuples (a)

Stress

reduction(b)

6-lattice, Euclidean metric 22 3,7%

10-lattice, Euclidean metric 13 2,0"/0

10-lattice, city-block metric 10 1,2"/0

Notes:

(a) This is the number of ordered pairs (measure, endpoint

configuration) which were repeatedly rescaled for given lattice,

dimensionality, and output metric,

(b) This is given by the formula:

s = -K
l

'[, max(O, s1 - mints d ))ran om

where summation is over all ordered pairs considered (a), K is the

total number of such pairs (given by entries in the first column of

the table), S1 is the 1-configuration stress obtained for a given

pair, and min S d is the minimum stress obtained over all scalings. ran om

12a



with random initia~ configuration. For the 6-lattice with r ~ 2 the

average number of resoalings over which th~s minimum was taken was

2.2; for the lO-lattice with r ~ 2 it was 2,6; for the lO-lattice

with r ~ 1 it was 3,8.



the L-configuration or a random one. In the eight cases scaled, however,

the obtained stress was considerably higher than that produced by the L-

configuration and a random one; in consequence, a rational starting

configuration of the indicated type is apparently by no means necessarily

better than the L- or random ones.

2. Comparison of Three Basic Measures

The present section is devoted to detailed discussion of the multi-

dimensional scaling outputs produced by the three distance measUres

PAIRBONDS, INFOTWO, and MULTINOM (see again Table 4 for defining equations).

These three measures are each de:rived from a particular supervaluation on

the partition lattice 1'(n) on a set of n elements, i.e., a real-valued

function v on ~(n) satisfying the supervaluation inequality:

v(p) + v(Q) < v(p U Q) + v(p n Q)

Any supervaluation v which is strictly increasing in the lattice

ordering
4

can be shown (Boorman and Arabie, 1972) to induce a metric

(1)

on -p by a distance formula which is formally reminiscent of the law
n

of cosines:

l-L(p,Q) ~ v(p) + v(Q) - 2v(P n Q) • (2)

The three distance measures under consideration (PAIRBONDS, INFOTWO,

and MULTINOM) are each induced in this way from supervaluations which are

labeled D, V, and M, respectively, in Table 4. Of the three measures,

PAIRBONDS is the most frequently used in the literature, and has been

introduced in a wide variety of statistical applications (e.g., Johnson,

1968; Bersted, Brown, and Evans, 1970; Mirkin and Chorney, 1970; Rand,

13



1971). INFOTWO is a standard distance metric of information theo~

(Csiszar, 1967; Parry, 1969; Jardine and Sibson, 1971, p. 12 ff; Boyd,

1972). MULTINOM is a variant information measure whose behavior may be

compared with INFOTWO blf results of Boulton and Wallace (1969). Both

INFOTWO and MULTINOM are closely related to a variety o~ other information.

theoretic measures connected with correlation, redundancy1 and other

structural concepts (Kotz, 1966; Pearson, 1966).

In order to examine the output configurations generated by the three

metrics, we need to consider the structure of the partition lattice in

somewhat greater detail.

Definition 2.1: The type of a partition P ~ {cl1 c2 ' "'1 Cm) is

the distribution of its cell sizes {I ci n.
For example, the type of ((ab)(cd)(e)) can be coded as 2·8·1,

which is, of course, one partition of the integer 5, since 2 + 2 + 1 ~ 5.

As further examples, we note that the type of P for the n.latticelumper

is just n, while the type of splitter is 1.1· ••••1
~

n times

~or the 5·1attice,

~e display all possible types in Table 7; for any positive integer n

there are well.known algorithms for generating all corresponding types

(Wells, 1971; see also Appendix).

The significance of considering types i.s evident from ;Fig. 1, which

displays the 5·1attice scaled with the PAIRBONDS measure with both end.

points present. The points are coded by type, following the notation of

Table 7. There is clearly good recovery Of the lattice types as cOntour

lines in the scaling representation.

14



Table 7

Partition lsomorphism Types for the 5-1attice

Type

Number of partitions

having that type Code

5 1 A

4-1 5 B

3-2 10 C

3-1-1 10 D

2-2_1 15 E

2-1-1-1 10 F

1-1-1-1-1 1 G

14a
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F~g. 1. Scaling of P~RBONDS on 5-1~ttice with both endpoints
present. 2 diIJ!.ens~ons, Euclidean IJ!.et:ri,c, L"configuration.
Stress fOrIJ!.ula 1 ~ 23.91,. 'The points ~~e labeled by type
accord~ng to the coding in Table 7.
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by P"plitter'

one (we shall

contracted on a limited are,

The algorithm behaves much as though P l'+t and P1 weresp l, er umper

opposing attractors, each trying to organize the types around itself as

cirqular isosimilarity contours, The terminology here is reminiscent of

McGee (1966), but the motivation at present is purely geometrical. Hence,

in the multidimensional scalings we have a clear conflict between the

"attraction" exerted by P
l

and the conflicting attraction exertedumper

The P l'tt attractor is .more effective than the Plsp l er umper

see the opposite effect for certain normalizations of

pAIRBQNDS), though the effect of P
l

is evident in rendering the
u-lllper

outer contours essentially elliptical with the points on these contours

These effects vanish when we remove Plumper

and the contours become very nearly circular with points of the same type

spaced abOut· equidistantly on each contour. The only essential error in

the contour ;recovery is one "E" type which is misplaced close to what

should be the D-contour; it is also noteworthy that the recovery appears

to become more elastic as we move toward P l'tt (F-contour), wheresp, l . er

there are many relatively small distances to take into account (it is a

general characte;ristic of partition lattices that the lattice is more

dense near P l'tt and, moreover, small distances are clearly lesssp 1. er

important in the ta;rget function than are large ones), When Psplitter

is removed, the basic scaling is similar but the contours near the

missing Psplitter organizer tend to become somewhat more blurred, thus

further qonfirming the structural role of the splitter parti,tion,

On page 10 above, we noted that for some of the normalized measures,

the removal of the endpoint(s) is a prerequisite for obtaining non-

degenerate solutions, This constitutes a dramatic example in support

15



of Nelson Goodman's (1972) objections to the strong demandp of Luce and

Galanter (1963) for stability of a spatial reprepentation when additional

points must be incorporated. The present analysis of the obtained sCalings

in terms of the structural role of the endpoints is a further justification

of the Goodman pOsition.

Figures 2 and 3 display additional PAIRBONDS plots for the lO.lattice

sample for two different initial configurations. Again, the basic obser-

vation to make is that contour recovery in both cases is surprisingly

good (we have indicated roughly where the "complete" contours should fall

if we extended the 60-point sample to a more complete one), especially

since the random nature of the partitions scaled eliminates possible

peculiarities owing to the specialized symmetries possessed by the full

lattice (Which as an algebraic structure has an automorphism group con-

taining at least the full symmetric group; this algebraic structure is

related in detail to the metric structure of the full lattice in Boorman,

1970). It is clear, however, that the general phenomenon which we are

seeing here is a consequence of the fact that the met:rics PAJ;RBONDS,

INFOTWO, and MULTINOM (and, in fact, all the measures we consider in the

present stUdy) are permutation. invariant in the sense that any relabeling

of the elements of S leaves distances in the partition lattice on S

invariant (see Boorman, 1970). In fact, it can be shown in the case of

any of the three metrics that the orbits of the autometry group of the

metric will be precisely partitions of the same type,5 It is clear from

Figs. 2 and 3 that the scaling algorithm is attempting to map partitions

of a given type into orbits of the autometry group Of Euclidean spaCe

with a fixed origin (namely, circles).6
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Fig. 2.

____----..!13

Scaling of PAIRBJNDS on lO-:Lattice ,sample with P
.l:umpe r

removed and Psplitter.Jl:resent 0 2 dimension.s Euclidean

mei;ric, L-configuration. Stress fornmla 1= 28o~%. The
points are labeled by the height D(P) of the corresponding
partition (compare Table 4 for definition of D).
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Soaling of PAIRBONDS on lO.. lattice sample with J:'lumper
removed and P l"tt present. 2 dimensions, Euclidean

Sp.l er .
metric, random configuration. Stress formula 1 = 27,5%.
Points labeled as in fig. 2.
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Juxtaposing the two plots in Figs. 2 and 3, an additional feature

is clear from direct inspection (and can be formally verified by attempt

ing to rotate the two plots to congruence by the algorithm of Olivier,

1970). Both plots recover the contour structure of partition types to

about the same degree; but within contour lines the recoveries are very

different. The stresses obtained are very .similar, to about •gfo dis

crepancy in favor of the latter initial configurati.on. Thus, unless we

want to take stress values very seriously, indeed,--which goes against

much additional evidence which has accumulated in the literature--we must

conclude that the MDSCAL solutions are essentially nonunique for the data,

being interpretable only up to recovery of contours (compare remarks on

mUltiple solutions in Torgerson, 1965). This finding is worth emphasizing

in view of the tendency of many users of multidimensional scaling to take

their scaling solutions seriously at the level of individual points rather

than merely at the level of clusters and contours.

As compared with the PAIRBCNDS measure, various scalings of which

we have been considering, INFOTWO does not recover lattice types as con

tours to such a nearly perfect extent. One particular plot for the

lO-lattice sample is shown in Fig. 4, which labels partitions in the

scaling according to their comparative entropy. The recovery of contours

is clearly fuzzy at best, and similar fuzziness prevails in other param

eter cases scaled with INFOTWO. For example, Fig. 5 illustrates the

5-lattice scaling analogous to that for PAIRBONDS in Fig. 1. Once again,

recovery of contour structure is considerably inferior to that of PAIRBONDS.

This inferior recovery, which is quite a general phenomenon over lattice

sizes and parameter configurations, suggests that INFOTWO may be



Fig. 4. Scaling of ~NFOTWO on lO-lattice sample with Pl~per

p~sent and Psplitter re)lloved. 2 dimensi,ons, Euclidean

metr:Lc, rando)ll cQnf:),guration. Stress fOPnula 1 '" 32.2%.
Points are labeled by entroJ?Y as ill the illdi,cated code.
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Fig, 5, Scaling of INFOTWO on 5-1attice wj"th both endpoints
present. 2 dimensions, ~clidean metric, L-configvration.
stress formula 1 = 31,8%, Foints are labeled by type
according to Table 7,



consi~eraply less useful for practical purposes than is fAl~BONDS, at

least for analysis of families of partitions which are comparativelY low

in the lattice, i.e., near to PSPlitter' ~f all Pi are comparatively

large (corresponding to a partition high in the lattice), then

L; p. log2 Pi
i J, ..,

and we may expect the behavior of the two metrics PA!~BONDS and INFOTWO

to be similar (though this approximation cannot be too e~act since the

Pi must s~ to unity). For many behavioral applications, however, the

Psplitter end of the lattice is the interesting region (compare, for

example, the sorting data analy~e~ in Anglin (1968) and Anglin (1970),

which is

obtained

strongly centered in the P 1.tt region). The modal cell si~e
Sp;I. er

by Anglin for subjects sorting 36 lexical items was 2 (averaged

over all Subjects), and only about 14% of the Cluster sizes obtained

exceeded 3.

A more theoretical analysis sheds additional light on the comparative

behavior of the two metrics. Following Boorman and Arabie (1972), consider

the PA!RBONDS distance generated by moving a subset of si~e s from a

cell of size k to another cell of size k' The three parameters s,

k, and k' are SUfficient to compute this distance, which is

2((k-s)s + k's) ,

and, for s small relative to k 1 we have (4) red\:\cing to

(4)

2(k,rk')s (5)

which is linear in all three parameters taken separately. Elf contrast,
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in the case of the S~e problem for INFOTWO, the diStance generated is

(6)

It can be shown that if s is small relative to k and k' , then (6)

is asymptotic to

for large k and k'. Comparison of (5) with (7) shows that, by con

trast to PAIRBONDS, INFOTWO shows convex behavior (decreasing returns to

scale) in both k and k'. Consequently, it can be expected to dis-

criminate less clearly than PAIRBONDS when k and k' are large (Le.,

in the region of the lattice near Plumper and the most important region

from the point of view of the way in which distances enter into the

target fqnction). ~his blurring effect is quite clear in the outer

contours of. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 7

It can also be shown (Boulton and· Wallace, 1969; Boorman and Arabie,

1972) that MULTINOM behaves asymptotically like INFOTWO as far as expres-

sions like (5) and (7) are concerned. More generally, MULTINOM is

asymptotically ordinally similar to INFOTWO, in the sense that as lattice

size increases the iniluced interpointdistance orderings of the two

measures become arbitr?rily similar in the ranK order correlation sense.

Hence we carr expect qn mathematical grounds that MULTINOM wil-l give a

blurring of cqntours similar to INFOTWO for lattices on perhaps ten or

more elements. In fact, however, the failUre of MULTINOM to discriminate

is already clear for the 5-lattice, as Fig. 6 demonstrates.
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We next consider Euc~idean solutions in three dimensions, For even

the most interpretable of the 2-dimensional cases (e,g" ~AIRBONDS on the

5~lattice as shown in Fig, 1), the corresponding 3-dimensional solutions

were only marginally interpretable, Discrimination of contour surfaces

formed by different partition types ranged from poor to total unrecog-

nizability, Specifically, when the 3-space solution was rotated to

congruence with the lattice dimension so that the lumper_sp~itter or;i.en-

tation was approximately along the x-axis, none of the three 2-dimensional

cross-sections perpendicular to an axis proved interpretable, In consequence,

it appear$ that an escalation of dimensionality in this case actually de-

creases the effectiveness of the procedure, This supports an observation

of Shepard (1969) to the effect that if a scaling configuration is inter-

pretable, then it is almost certainly interpretable in two dimensions,

Th\' only exception to this lack of interpretability was in the 4-lattice

case, where there were at most only 15 points in the scalings and the

3-dimensional solutions took apprOXimately the form of ap ice-cream 90ne,

with P l'tt in the middle of the ball and Pl at the point of thesp l e):' umper

cone, This result did not, however, generalize to the 5~lattice, where

only in the PAIREONDS case was a prOVisionally acceptable SOlution of

ice-oream cone type obtained, and this solution manifested considerable

noise,

Given the current revival of interest in non.Euclidean sOlutions

(e,g" Amold, 1971; Fischer and Micko, 1972; Shepard and G(lrmak, 1972),

we were interested in exploring such representations for i;he partition

metrics, In spite of the early interest in the city-block metric

(Attneave, 1950)1 it is probably fair to say that most psychologioal
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investigations have been restricted to Euclidean spaces. Shepard (1969~

p. 34) argued that this limitation (for continuous spaces) was not

objectionable:

As long as there is a continuous underlying space of

well~defined dimensionality that is at all. isotropic

and uncontorted~ anyway~ the data so over-determine the

representation that the erroneous assumption of a Euclid

ean metric will still permit a satisfactory recovery of

the true underlying structure and~ indeed~ even a deter

mination of the nature of the unknown metric.

In support of Shepard's conjecture~ Arnold (1971) has pointed out

that Henley's (1969) data on semantic (discrete) spaces evince the (.:t'=l~

ri=m) unit disc quite strikingly , despite the fact that she imposed a

Euclidean metric on the solution. The same observation holds for data

from a study by Nummenmaa (1964) on the perceived similarity of 21 facial

expressions, For technical reasons, Nummenmaa included only eight of the

stimuli in his analysis; a reconsideration of tn,ese eight stimu:L;L by .

Ekman (1970) is reproduced here as Fig. 7 and again reveals an underlying

non~E1iclideanmetric,

However~ Figs. 5 and 8 show that for some data in discrete spaces~

the recovered metric is exactly that which the investigator imposes.

Specifically ~ in Fig. 5 the choice of r.=2 gives tlle circles evident

of an underlying Euclidean space; in Fig. 8 the choice ofi = 1 gives

for the same data an equally obvious pattern Of diamonds, indicative of

the city-block metric. (The pattern could also be representative of the

supremum metJiic [r= co], since the supremum and oity~block metrics
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Fig. 7. Scaling solution for a study of th~ similarity of eight
facial expressions (Nummenmaa, 1964). The analysis in
the figure :1.8 froll) Ekman (19[0).
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Fig, 8. Scaling of INfOTWO on 5~lattice with r l . presentumper
and r l"tt removed. 2 dimensions, city-block metric,sp l. er
random configuration. Stress formula 1 ~ 36,8%. roints
are labeled by type according to Taole 7.
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cannot be distinguished in 2-dimensional solutions, as pointed out by

Arnold (1971).) In both Figs. 5 and 8, there is confusion among the

contours for different types, but the patterns indicative of the two

different unit disks are remarkably apparent.

In general, for any given measure of partition distance which is

permutation invariant, the scaling algorithm will recover the partition

space in such a way that the orbits of the automorphism group of the

lattice are mapped into isometric contours in the output metric. In

short, the artificial data considered here adapt to whatever output

metric the investigator chooses to impose. Thus, it would seem that a

representation theorem is needed to decide when the data allow recovery

of the underlying metric, as Conjectured by Shepard and others (e.g.,

Shepard, 1969; Wender, 1969). The t\1eoretical significance of such a

recovery has been demonstrated by the elegant work of Cross (1965a,

1965b) in mUltidimensional stimulus generali~ation.

A more detailed demonstration of the way in which the city-block

solutions "square" out the contour lines is shown in Fig. 9 for PAIRWNDS.

J;n general, the contour recovery is less accurate for the city-block than

for the Euclidean metric on the output space: the contours are less reg

ular, and confusion between different contours is more likely to occur.

rhis finding accords with the general impression in the literature that

city-block scalings are more susceptible to local minima and other in

stabilities than are Euclidean ones.

There is an additional characteristic of interest in the city-block

MDSCAL plots. Especially for the outer contours, the intersection of

two partitions is frequently placed sO as to "complete" t4e rectangle
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formed by the two given partitions as opposite vertices. Examples are

shown in Fig. 9; clearly the condition that the intersection completes

the rectangle for every pair of partitions vastly overdetermines the

solution, but the frequency with which the algorithm succeeds in making

the placement is remarkable.

An algebraic interpretation may be given to this behavior. We show

that locally in an appropriate sense the city-block metric in any dimen-

sion is induced by a supervaluation on an appropriate lattice. In a city-

block space with the origin fixed by the position of P consider
splitter'

two points with an angular separation relative to this origin of ~ 90·

(= rr/2). Superimpose Cartesian coordinates in such a way that the copr-

dinates of the two points, x and y, fall in the positive orthant of

the space. Then the city-block distance may be expressed!

(8)

This is a formula analogous to (2) defining a metric from a lattice

supervaluatiou, aud the formal parallel becomes exact if we endow the

given orthant with the standard product ordering, thus defiuiug (Birkhoff,

x < Y if aud only if xi < y. for all i.--H'I' - l.

In this case, the orthaut becomes a 1a.ttice with the intersectiou of two

poiuts x and y... """
~2 = [max(x. ,y.)).

J, J,

being 2 , = [min(x.,y.)) and the uuion being
"""'..L, 1 !l.

We see directly that j(x) =r x. defiues a valuation
i J,

on the orthaut, i.e.,

j (z) + j (w) = j (w U z) + j{ w n 2) ,
:M" Mf'\ Hf\;No. 'WI-'
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and moreover

( ll)

for any pair of points ~ and w in the region.
~

Unfortunately, this local representation of city-block space as a

metric lattice does not extend to a global one, essentially since in

general Imin(x. ,Y.) I j min( Ix. I, ly.l)
l l l l

However,

locally both the original space and the scaling representation are metric

lattices of the same type. The evident tendency of the algorithm to

complete rectangles in the above sense may then be interpreted as an

attempt to preserve lattice intersections in the scaling. Ln algebraic

terminology, the scaling is attempting to produce a lower-semilattice

homomorphism (a lower semilattice is just a lattice without any uniOn

operation: Birkhoff (1967)).

3. Alternative Normalizations

Normalizations of structural measures can be used for essentially

two different purposes: to provide a uniform range permitting meaningful

comparison between measures of distance on lattices of different sizes;

or to factor out the effects of an unwanted dimension of variability,

thus, in effect, providing a conditional measure of the remaining

structure (the classic case being conditional probability). rn the

present study, we considered five different normalizations of PArRroNDS

and INFOTWO. The measures 1· NT!l "" 2 and 1 - NT!SQP are essentially

suggested in Johnson (1968). Johnson (personal communication) has proved

by an Euclidean embedding argument that 1 - NT!SQP is a metric; the

metric status of 1· NT!l "" 2 remains uncertain, thOugh the behavior
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of the two measures is highly similar and they are closely related as

arithmetic to geometric mean (see again Table 4), The distance measure

~NFOTHRY is developed in some detail by Rajski (1961), who proves the

triangle inequality by a highly intricate argument (see also Kotz, 1966;

Boorman, 1970, gives a simple proof of the triangle inequality by a lattice~

theoretic argument). lNVRHE~T and NVRNTROP do not seem to have appeared

in the literature.

These alternative normalizations are all designed to stUdy the effect

of controlling for the natural (lumper~splitter) dimension which orients

the partition lattice. The five measures studied are organized in Table 8,

which classifies them by underlying measure (PAIRB:lNDS or lNFOTWO) and 1;ly

the normalization strategy employed.

The main result of scaling these derived measures is verification

that the strategy of normalization is very important in controlling the

behavior of the derived measure. In some cases (INFOTHRY and INVRHE~T),

the effect of an apparent normalization is essentially negligible in the

scaling output. In other cases, the result of normalization is dramatic,

and the resulting measure must be interwreted as controlling fora quan

tity fUndamentally different from the original one (NVRNTROP, l_NT/SQP,

l-NT/l+2). This is already evident from the rank order correlations of

Table '9 below, where these measures provide the only negat1,ve value ill

the rank-order correlation matrices, We will henceforth call normaliza

tions of the first kind mild, and those of the second kind stron~.

At the level of the MDSCAL representatiQAs, we find that the strong

normalizations make a killd of inversion of the data, turnillg the MDSCAL

plots inside out (compare fig. 10). The effect 1,8 similar to the oonformal



Table 8

Alternative Normalizations of Supervaluation-based .Partition Metrics

Underlying supervaluation (8)

f\)
V1
·sn

strategy

Divide by

( (Plumper) -

(1' n Q))

Entropy(v)

INFOTHRY

Height( D)

INVRHEIT

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Divide by

8(P) + 8{Q) NVRNTROP
l

l

1

(arithmetic [ l-NT/l+2
mean)

(geometric l-NT/SQP
mean)



Table 9

(II 15 DI,TINCT P~RTIT!DNS FRC_ THE 0 lATT ICE (S. D. = 0.06(15)

(2) 52 DISTINCT PARTITICNS FROM THE 5 LAITICi:: (5. D. = O.-<HB33l

13) 60 DISTINCT P-ARTITIONS FROM THE o LAn ICE (s. O. = 0.01586)

(4) 60 DISTINCT PARTITI-ONS FIH1M THE ill LATTl~E:. (s. o. = \,.1.01586)

PAIPBOND INFOTWO MUl TtNOM !NFOTHRY I-NT/l~2 I-NT/SCP l-~~MBDA 4PROXMAT TIlMINUS CHISQUAR INVRHE1T NVRNTRJP

PAlp-BO"ID 1.000\)0 0.72375 0.81411 ').86b9S 0.,12899 'J.Udbti~ o. 8~:HI8 ).52613 0.52585 U.753-85 0.87850 0.10362
] • (iGOC(l "(:. 731-98 " •.Q4508 0.88229 n.21041 u.176S"j o. d6~-81 1''1.5(1429 ,1.49336 0.68001 0.90871 I).Ou260

l • .)lr/il l ) 1,.'.15970 p. cs5892 0.89361) 0.254VOI C.22337 1.1.64278 v.54()Z7 0.49970 ~.63146 0.94263 u.O~634

1 .. J(.OOO (1.727')2 0.85588 (I.8bCl.I6 O.O7811 0.051 U 0.74.... 25 O.34bl0 rJ.42u15 0.61807 0.96574 -U.v5b02

I NFllTWl 0.72375 1.00000 ').8B'na rJ.6149Fl 0.4832t 0.44666 0.7 L854 ').66561 0.86241 v.493tJ3 0.48960 O.lf.569b

,').73798 1.0:,.)(1')(1 (I. B981fl rl.7242') U.47(78 0.4;'423 0.b1970 i,}.6l3149 ').79008 0.b0620 0.57561 ,).27369

[\)
0.7,970 I.":H':D('tC 0.9(·041 ').80692 0.47607 ;).45<t!;'3 O. 87~q9 0.69654 0.76923 0.&3123 0.64645 U.29029

V1 (1.72702 1. ('CiOt"ll) 0.A8144 0.80741) 0.31181 <..2902., v.86171 1"..\.55554 0.72(J81 0.61948 0.66381 w.2031u

cY

MlJL TI NO,l.I 0.83411 i"l.P.8Q78 1.;J(:''l')(\ 0.73913 0.34335 " .. 31.J5o~ U.83431 J.6')816 0.75055 0.60694 U.61641 1,; .. 31810

{i.84508 (.8S818 1. U(\(lfiO o. SlO7l1 0 .. 375~5 0 0 303ul ;J .. 87~64 J .6~18 75 0 .. 6'1044 0 .. 66682 0.67580 U.11431

(: .. 85892 ,) .. cC941 1 .. 'l()~)1r ('; .. 87251 0 .. 4"126 'J.3dv!4 iJ .. 90213 0.63949 0.67904 1).66587 0.13bUO (J.21!J21

0.85588 O.P8144 1. (;(\(11"\(. (1.89530 0.20138 (1 .. 18555 0.851,152 J.46636 o. ~d086 0.65013 0.788B5 (I.U8919

INFIJTHtlY Go 8& 6~5 0.61498 0.73873 1.00,11)1) 0 .. 02522 -O.Vi't47 u.tsB334 (J. 358 78 0.43523 0.87114 0.8177'.1.. u.vJ257

·:,.88229 0.72425 0 .. 81(;70 1. Q(,()(lO O.163bQ ').1't6~4 O.d7o?7 1.45756 '}.49313 0.72618 0 .. 84345 -0 .. 00558

0.8"366 1).8U6QZ 1'1 .. 97251 l .. t)(lO'JO 0.25957 (;.23&:>1 v.d7j65 O.550eO 0.56406 0.67958 1).82486 J.1,)9:'.105

0.86006 0.80145 fl. R953C 1. cooon 0.G941l (J .. lil:J37:; o. biIJ57 ').38075 (i.52937 0.69299 0.82041 u.ulJ487

1-;'F/l+t' r .. 12899 1).48326 ~ .. 34335 U.('I2522 1 .. 00(IQ\) U.. '01671.4 ,;.13978 0.52511 0.64815 -0.)5677 -O .. lJ439 v.98221

o021n41 IJ .. 47C 18 0,,37555 ('.16368 i.rOtc:) u.. 9~812 (; .. 29159 f).~1557 0.63760 0.15308 0.038,62 0.88294

II., 25409 0.47617 0.40)16 ('02SQS7 l .. rC('.'}ij u09bl<riJ o.3B~72 0.61192 0.69821 ().25484 0.13034 O.87d61

0",07811 0 .. 30181 (} .. 20!38 0009412 L.<'I.)C'CO 0 .. 9~4 51 D.. i5j75 tI.58148 0.52509 0.04964 0.01137 J.89413

1-1~T IS(,jr 0 .. (8665 q.44666 0.30568 -0.01447' 0 .. 96714 l .. UvulIu u. 11683 0.48230 Q.65303 -0.Q9852 -0.14529 iJ .. 95608

11.17693 l!1I45423 0 .. 36301 0.14624 1).9S8l2 1.. uvvvv 0.. 28681 0.51320 {J.7'Jl15 0.16433 J.00753 ,).87114

0.22337 0.454'>3 (\g 3Br~1 4 0.23851. 0.9614U 1.000U;) 0.36979 0.51321 0.7')518 0.25444 0.101.42 J.88229

{I.n';!13 Oo29n22 0 .. lfl555 (1.08373 0.95451 1.. OU('l.iJ ;).2:>u92 0.54364 0.5491.2 0.05488 -0.01444 0.90lJ4



Table 9 (cant I d)

PA 1PBOND I NF(lTWo MULTI NOM INFoTHPY I-NT/l+2 I-NT/S,P I-LAM8DA APRoXMAT TI2MINUS CHISQUAR INVRHEIT NVRNTROP

I-L AM8DA 0.8B388 0.71854 0.83431 0.88334 0.13q78 0.116ij3 1.UOOOO 0.44807 0.56882 0.7q435 0.78746 0.11513
0.86981 0.81q70 (1.87264 O. B7627 C.2n5q 0.28681 1. (JOuOO O.52q88 0.63040 0.742H 0.74633 0.Oq587
0.B4228 {Ie P7499 0.9(\233 0.87365 0.38272 (J.36979 1.OUv'')(J u.60499 0.68171 0.71093 0.73042 0.19684
0.7'-425 ,1.86171 0.851)52 0.81057 ('0:>25575 v. 25U 92 1.0uvOU J. 482 42 0.67425 0.66921 0.6B178 0.14858

APkCXMAT 0.52613 O.f.i561 0.60816 0.35878 0.52517 O.46l';;iJ 0.44807 1.00000 0.70645 0.2025q 0.3216Q u.52093
0.50429 0.6814Q 0.60B75 0.45756 0.61557 0.573£1) 0.52988 1.00000 0.16568 0.26677 0.34630 ti.44642
1).54027 0.69654 n .. 63949 0.5506[1 ".611 n O.S732l u.6049Q 1.00000 0.76271 0.350Q8 0.43571 U.442iJ5
003461') O.55~ 54 0.46636 0.3B075 0.5814B O·.~436'? u. ~8242 1.000 CO O.672n 0.18608 0.28581 O.. 48u79

T12MINUS O.525R5 0.86241 ().75('55 0.43523 0.64B75 0.6531.13 v.S6882 0.71645 1.00000 0.34140 0.28743 0.64352
0.49336 n.79r08 0.69"44 :J .. 49373 0.68760 0.7011'> lI.63v40 0.76568 1.00000 0.48229 0.32300 0.4Bn8
0.49970 0.76923 0.67904 (1. 564~1f:l 0069821 O.7u57ti ,).60177 U.76271 1.00()00 0.53203 0.38017 ".52274

I\)
0.42015 O.720B1 0.5Q086 0.52Q37 0.5250Q 0.54912 voo1't25 0.672Q7 I.QuQuO 0.46530 0.35894 ~.45323

V1

"
CHISQUAR 0 e 75385 n.493;)3 O.6C:6 Q4 ('I.E7714 -0005677 -lIo098~':: 0.79435 J.2025Q 0.34140 1.00000 0.78216 -0.07961

0 .. 68(01 0.60620 0.66682 0.,12618 0.15308 0 .. 16433 0.74279 v. 26b 71 0.48229 1.00eOO 0.64558 0.Ou368
0.63146 0.63123 0066587 0.67958 0.25484 O.2:54<t4 0.710Q3 0.35'lQ8 0.53203 1.00000 0.57438 v.11147
0.61807 0.61%8 0.65('73 0.6nQQ 0.04Q64 O.,0541:U3 0.66921 0.18608 0.46530 1.000QO 0.59593 -O.028n

INVRHEIT 0.87850 O.,48~6{1 0 .. 61641 O~B7771 -0.10439 -t.14529 0.78746 0.32169 0.28743 0.78216 1.0'))00 -0.12019
,).Q0871 (J.51567 0.,67580 0.84345 0.03862 ()Qu\J753 U.74633 0.34630 0.32300 0.64558 1.00000 -u.141b4
0.94263 0.64645 0.736'10 0."2486 0.13034 O. 1014" v. 7 jv42 0.43571 0.38017 0.57438 1.000("D -0.04861
0.9&574 0.663£1:7 0 .. 78885 0.82041 0.01137 -O.vI444 0.08178 0.28581 0.358Q4 ().5Q5Q3 1.000()0 -0.11574

NVRNTROP 0.10362 0.456% n.31810 0,,00257 0.Q8221 0.956(,,8 0011:;)13 0.520Q3 0.64352 -0.07961 -0.1261Q l"UvUOO
(l.O0260 n.2736Q 0.17437 -().00558 0.882Q4 'J.&1114 O.09~f:l:7 0.44642 0.48978 0.00368 -0.14164 1.00(J00
0",05634 !J.29429 0.21021 0.OQ565 Oll87867 0.,88229 o. 19684 .0.44205 0.52274 0.11147 -0.04861 1.00000

-0.05602 0.20310 0.08919 0.00487 0.89413 D.90104 Otl14858 0.48u79 0.45323 -0.028Q2 -0.11574 1.UuOOO



E

Scaling of I-NT/l+2 on 5-lattice with PI presentumper
and P l"tt removed. 2 dimensions, Euclidean metric,

SP:l er
L-configuration. Stress formula 1 ,~20'(:l1o. Points are
labeled'by type according to Table 7.
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mapping S -> l/S in the complex plane, which again dJ;'ives home the anal~

ogy between the lattice endpoints and the point at inf~nity or, dVally,

zero. The result is that the oontour lines nearest Psplitter aJ:'e now

outermost and those nearest PI are innermost; again (as above) theumper

outer contours are regulaJ:'ly recoveJ:'ed.

The explanation of this effect may be obtained by analyzing the

normalization prooedure in mOJ:'e detail. In the caSe of the first strategy

in Table 8, whioh leads to mild nOJ;'ffializations, as P and Q incJ:'ease

toward PI in the lattice oJ:'deJ;'ing, P n Q likewise approachesumpeJ:'

PI • The fUnction m is monotone increasing, hence m(P ) ~umper lumper

is monotone decreasing towaJ:'d 0 asm(p n Q)

quently, distance between partitions at

P n Q c-> PI •umper

the PI end of theumper

Conse-

lattice

26

will be expanded relative to distances at the Psplitter end in co~aJ:'ison

with the unnormalized metric. This expansion in the region of Plumper

is, however, merely an intensification of a similar dilation already

present in the unnormalized distances (compaJ:'e again Figs. 1-6), and

again P l.tt will be plaoed at the origin and PI at the peripheJ:'Ysp ~ er umpeJ:'

of the plot. The J:'esult is that we would expect J;NFOTHRX to recover

contouJ:' lines better than INFOTWO or MULTINOM for the same reason that

PAIROONDS does: namely, it inflates disti'lnces mOJ:'e thap do TNFOTWO apd

MULTINOM as we move up in the lattice (in fact, the scaling J:'esults

strongly bear out this presumption). In the case of the stJ;'ong nOJ;'illali-

zations, by contrast, the denominator will increase as P and Q approach

P • Thus, a countervailing influence to the dilation of distanceslumpeJ:'

at the upper end of the lattioe is established, and, in fact, is suffi-

ciently strong so that the Plumper region is actuallY GontJ;'acted relative

to the Psplitter J;'egion.



This situation raises the following question: under what conditions

is a countervailing normalization strong enough in its effects to invert

an MDSCAL plot? For example~ instead of l-NT/l+2 ~ let us take a normal-

ization of PAIRBQNDS with an exponent in the normalization factor: a

distance measure

~ D(P)+D(Q)-2D(P nQ)

(D(P)+D(Q) )ex
(J,.2)

which becomes PAIROONDS for ex ~ 0 and l-NT/l+2 for ex ~ 1. The

question now arises as to what the excrit value is at which inversion

or other instability occurs. (It should be stressed that s is onlyex .

one of several possible continua of measures; we might also consider

[D(J? n Q)]ex in the denominator.)

A very simple procedure may be employed to estimate the critical

exponent ex at which discontinuity in the MDSCAL solution will occur.

If our measure is s as given by (12)~ then the distance between
ex

P l"tt and aPY partition of the form Q ~ (i~J)(a)(b) ••• ,(z) will besp l er

P ~ 1
1

ipdependent Of the choice of ex. Dually~ the

"-
any partition of the form R ~ (i)(ab••• i ••• z)

exclusion of i frOm the second cell) will be

(13)

distance from P1 toumper
"-

(where i indicates

(14 )

The quantities n
l

and P2 will become equal when

(15)

2'7



This equality is a crude way of imposing the condition that no relative

dilation of distances occurs at eitherend of the la1;tice, so that in

principle P" and P l'tt are equally powerful attractors. In fact,-,umper sp). er '

when the estimate is tested on the 5-1attice it is found to be low by

about 50%, with inversion occurring (the endpoints changing roles) about

when ex ~ .75.

4. The Effect of Interpoint Distance Ties

We now focus on the behavior Of the two measures which gave the

highest percentage of interpoint distance ties, namely, AfPROX and

TI2))jINUS (see Table 4 for defining formulas). A comment on the I)lotiva-

tion of these measures is in order.

The measure APPROX is a closed-form approximation to the following

least-moves measure proposed in Boorman and Arabie (1970). Define a set-
~ transforming one partition into another to be the transfer of a

sUbset of a cell of the first partition to another cell Or to form a new

cell. The metric B may be defined as the least number of set moves

needed to transform any partition into any other partition. Clearly,

the range of B is contained in the set of integers (0/1, "', n-l) ,

and it can be shown that B has no closed_form representation but is

computable as a Hitchcock Problem of optimal assignment type. Th~ formula

defining APPROX, namely,

( 16)

is derived from the definition of B by assuming essentially no interaction

28



among allocation decisions in the optimal assignment problem associated

with its computation (see Boorman, 1970, for details).

The measure T:C2MINUS can be expressed by a formula very similar to

APPROX:

( 17)

It is a kind of dual distance to the metric C discussed in Boorman and

Arabie (1972), which is the standard lattice metric employed in pure

mathematics (Birkhoff, 1967) and which may be defined by

(18)

Given tlle apparent similarity of tlleir defining fO;l;'ll1ulas (16) and

(17), the remarkable feature of the two mE;;asurE;S APPROX and 'rI2MINUS is

the striking and consistent differencE;; between the qualitative nature of

tlleir MDSCAL representations, using the primary approach to ties as

previously indicated. ThE;; APPROX plots a:re roughly l1,near along the

lurnper-splitter dimensions, with types arranged 1,n linear segments per-

pendicular to this axis (Fi,g. 11). The TI2MIl'IUS plots attempt to

replicate contours as closed curves, but customa,ily become badly con-

fused as to whether P
l

or P 1" tt should be dominant, and sometimesurnper sp l er

end up placing these two partitions on tpp of one anothe:r (Fig. 12).

This is an effect which can be analyzed as in the Case of tlle

measures sex of the J?revious section. It is easy to verify tllat the

analogous quantities to and are identical for TI2MINUS; hence

there is no dilation of distances at either end of a givep partition

lattice, and neither endpoint can serve as an E;ffective o:rganiz\;+' in a

two-dimensional EUclidean represE;nt",tion.
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Fig. 11. Scaling of APPROX on lO-lattice sample with both endpoints
present. 2 dimensions, Euclidean metric, random configuration.
Stress formula 1 = 19.1%. Points are labeled by the cardinality
Ipi of the corresponding partition. Numbers in parentheses
classify segments of the plot by carq;i.nali ty of the J?artiti.ons
which they contain.
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Fig. l2. 80aling of TI2MINU8 on lO~lattice sample with 'both
endpoints removed. 2 dimensions, Euclidean metrio,
random configuration. Stress formula 1 ; 29.8%.
Points are labeled by cardi.nali ty.
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It remains somewhat unclear why APPEOX gives the el'treme contour

structure evinced by Fig. la, while TI2MINUS gives a contour st:\'UGture

which can be explained by reasoning as in the last section. This question

would not be interesting were it not for the fact that the behavior of

APPROX makes it discriminate cardinalities as linear segments with such

accuracy that a visual scan of an unlabeled output plot can usually dif~

ferentiate partitions by size, which is not possible for PAIRBONDS,

INFOTWO, or any of the less "degenerate" metrics. The success of jljDSCAL

in handling this tie-bound metric is all the more surprising if one con

siders the assertions of Roskam (1969) that Kruskal's algorithm is

particularly vulnerable to degenerate solutions for data containing ties.

Since APPROX clearly will give even more interpoint ties than does TI2MlNUS,

in going from the latter measure to the former we have appa:t'ently achieved

a situation where confusion of cardinalities (in the TI2MINUS plots) is

replaced by a supe:t'ficial clarity in the APPROX scaling, at least as long

as the primary stress approach is used. In fact, however, all that APPEOX

is really doing is decoupling partitions of different sizes, so that

classes of partitions of a fixed size can be scaled essentially as line

segments, with little emphasis being given by the algorithm to the rela

tion between different segments so long as they are kept distinct (compare

again Fig. n)!

The lesson is that scaling representations may be highly sensitive

to the el'act form of the input proximity meaS1.\1;'e if an excessive number

of interpoint distance ties are pe:t'mitted and the primaJ;'Y st:t'ess approach

is employed. Since many structural measures suggested solely on the basis

of purely mathematical considerations tend to prod1.\ce many inte:t'point



diptanq~ ti~p (compare Uayp, 1965), there ip need for conpiderable caution

in practical employment of such m~asures in scaling or scaling-related

apPlications. ~n fact, as the AppendiX demonstrates, there are powerful

constraints which force any permutation-invariant partition distance

meaSUre to have many interpoint distance ties for large lattices.

5. Measures of Association

The r~maining measures to be discussed are both derived from standard

measures of association by linear transformations. CHISQUAR (in Table 4)

is based on a suggested normalization of X2 proposed by Cramer (1946;

see alSO GOOdman and Kruskal, 1954). The measure i-LAMBDA (see again

Table 4) is the obvious conversion to a distance measure of the measure

of association A, which is discussed at length in Goodman and Kruskal

(1954) and which has various desirable invariance and noimali~ation

properties.

Scaling configurations were computed for both cUrSQUAR and l-LAMBDA

for both the 6- and the lO-lattices, with r ~ 2 (Euclidean metric) and

r ~ 1 (city-block metric). Figures 13 and 14 show the obtained solutions

for l-LAMBDA and CHISQuAR, respectivelY, in two typical cases. In both

cases the points are labeled according to the number of cells of the

corresponding partition.

A similar sensitivity analysis to that performed earlier for

PAIRBONDS and INFOTWO provides insight into the scaling behavior of

these association measures. Specifically, consider the l-LAMBDA distance

produced by moving a single element from a cell of size k to one of
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F:i,g. 1.3. Scaling of l-LAMBDA on lO-lattice sample moth Plumper
removed and P l'tt present. 2 dimensions" Euclideansp, 1, er "
metric, random configuration. Stress formula 1 = 32,ljl,.
points are labeled by cardinality.
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Fig, 14.

4 '3
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4 5 5 5
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4 7 4
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4 45

'3 5 5 4

5 4

'3

Scaling of CHISQUAR on lO~lattice sample with PI)J,IJlper
removed and P l"tt present. 2 dimensions, Euclideansp ~ er
metric, L-configuration, Stress formula 1 = 36.2%.
Points are labeled by cardinality.
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2n _ [(k-l) + k ' + (n-k-k') + (k-l) + j(' + (n-k-k ' )]
l-LAMBDA ~ .. .
. 2n-lcl -Idjmax max

(19)

whe,e the notation in the denominato, is as in Table 5 and we are assuming

k, k' > 1. This expression reduces to

(20)

for Icl Idl small comnared with n.max' max >'
Hence, g k, k' are the

largest cells in the original partition we have linear behavior similar

to PAIRBONDS (compa,e rig. 13).

wll.ere

If, however, we have tll.e polar case

1
, then I-LAMBDA reduces to k+k' ; and

unlike either the corresponding computation for PAIR1301:IDS (( 5) for s~l),

or that for INFOTWO (7), this corresponding eXPression is monotone

decreasing as a function of k and k'. This behavior is not sufficient

to cause inversion to OCCur,· though contour recovery is considerably

confused.

The comparable analysis of CHISQUAR is somewhat more simple. Con_

. sider again the effect of moving a single element from a non-singleton

cell of size k to a cell of size k' Then the cardinality of the

partition remains invariant. Let this cardinality be Z. Then the

distance generated is

[

2
1 (k-l 1

CHISQUAR " i _ -. +?ni£ + kCk'+l)

Z-l

Equation (21) may be simplified to ottain:
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t
Il k'

CHISQUAB = 1 _ - F+ k(k'+l) + k:T.+I +

Z-l
(22)

The relevant (k- and k' -dependent ) part of this last expression may now

be rewritten

( ) 1 [1 1 k' ] 1 (k' ) [~] .
t k,k' = Z-l k - k(k'+l) - k'+l = - z-l k'+l k (23)

This expression is again monotone decreasing in both k and k'. If

)1:' is large then for fixed k (23) is approximately a linear function

of ~, ; and for fixed k' (23) is a linear function of ~ in any case.

from an empirical scaling standpoint, as is clear from Fig. 14, CHISQUAR

rather effectively, differentiates contours according to cardinality. In

fact, CHISQUAR gives tYPically better scalings by cardinality than does

TI2MINUS, which is defined explicitly in cardinality terms. At the same

time, since cardinality is a much cruder structural property than height

as used to define PAIRBONDS, there is no question that CHISQUAR is less

sensitive to the fine structure of types than is PAIRBQNDS; this is not

surprising, since PAIRBONDS is defined explicitly with reference to the

lattice structure of partitions, and CHISQUAR is not.

6. Comparison of the Behavior of the Measu~s: Rank-order! Correlation,

Stresses, INDSCAL

Several approaches were employed to the problem of classifying the

measures we have been considering with reference to their scaling and

other numerical behavior. The motivation of this Gomparison is the

abstract typology of partition distance measures (Boorman, 1970; Boorroan

and Arabie, 1972) based on pU~ly algebraic considerations. In view of

current interest in classifying diffe~nt kinds of metrics in various

psYchological applications (Micko and Fischer, ,1970; Fischer and Mioko,
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1972; Shepard, 1969, 1972; Cross, 1965a, 1965b), ~t~s relevapt to see

how well ap abstract classificatiop correlates with the copcrete pumerical

behavi<;Jr of distaPc", measures, aPq what further clasSificatory ipform"Uon

com",s out of such numerical output.

Table 10 gives rank~order correlation coefficients between each p"ir

of qistinct,partition distance measures on each Of the spaces consiqered

(4~latUce, 5~lattice, 6~lattice sample, 10~lattice sample), The metrics

OP each particular space inquee a linear ordering of Unorqereq pairs of

partitions (p,Q) according to their assigneq metric dista~ce; this

linear order~pg involves ties, usually a substantial number (see Appepdix).

Kepqall's rank order correlation coefficiept ~b (ope way of extepq~ng

the standard 'Cb to take care of ties: see Kendall, 1962) was thep

employed to give eaoh entry of Table 10, A 'C b value of ~l indicates

that the two metrics are ordinally similar in the strict sense (i.e.,

there is a monotone transformatio~ taking one into the other, anq by

definition of Kruskal's algorithm theirShepard~Kruskalscaling behavior

will coincide). A 'Cb value near 0 means little or no correlation

between the metrics under the 'C, measure of rank order correlation.
o

Because Table 10 is difficult to synthesize as a whole, a Sheparq~

Kruskal scaling of the entries in the table was maqe, for eaOh of the

four lattices. Figure 15 illustrates the result Of the scaling of the

10~latticesample. The r"'covery of thE;' baqic qualitiativefeatures of

the partition meastjres is satisfactory: Cluster Icon'tains the super-

valuation~baqed lattice metrics (PAIROO'NDS, INFO~O, and MULT.INOM) I

together with their mild normali:wtions (INvRliEI:J;, INFOT.HRY); this

cluster further bifuroates into a subcluster cpnsiqting of PAIREONDS

and its normalization INVRHEIT. (inqicated as IAinthe figure), and
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i-NT/SQP • NVRNTROP

• • i-NT/H2

.TI2MINUS-------~

ill
• APPROX

• INFOTWO

TI

• MULTINOM

• PAIRBONDS

IA
.INVRHEIT

18

I

Fig. l~. Scaling of the l2 measures of partition distance in
Table 4. 2 dimensions, Euclidean metric, random
configuration. Stress fO,rmula l .~ 2.9%.
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another sUbcluster (IB in Fig. 15) consisting of the information-theoretic

measures. Cluster II tightly connects the three strong normalizations of

lattice-based measures (1_NT/l+2; I-NT/SQP; NRVNTROP). Cluster III con

tains the measures APPROX and TI2MINUS which are cardinality-based and

which have the greatest number of interpoint distance ties. Cluster IV

(might might also be thought of simply as two outlying points) contain~

the measures of association I-LAMBDA and CHISQUAR. Similar scaling of the

other lattice sizes (4-lattice, 5-lattice, 6-lattice sample) produce

similar results.

These results are surprisingly consistent with the Boorman-Arabie

classification, even though--as is typical of algebra in this area--the

latter is much wea)<er in the senSe that not all of our pre"ent measures

can be analyzed in the least-moves representa,tionpuggested by Boorma,n

and Arabie (1972). All metrics possessing a non-trivial least-moveS

representation in the partition lattice Hasse diagram or lattice graph

fall in Clusters IA and lB. The APPROX version of Boorman and Arabie's

measure B, which has a least-moves representation in a different graph,

is in Cluster III. The measures CHISQUAR and I-LAMBDA, which are 1mown

not to satisfy the triangle inequality and are hence in principle not

least-moves representable, occur as outlying points.

A different approach to the classification problem was also tried,

employing the metric factOr analysis program INDSCAL (Carroll and Chang,

1970). The objective of INDSCAL is to take proximity data from several

subjects, pool this data and analyze it by a metric factor analysis method

(thus giving a stimulus space), and concurrently to analyze differences

between subjects (producing a subject spa\:e). In the present a:p;plict;ltion,
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tne points of a given partition lattice played the role of stimuli and

tne metrics constituted the sUbjects. INDSCAL solutions were obtained

for the two partition spaces for the 6- and 10-lattice samples with both

endpoints truncated, in each of the dimensions 2, 3, 4, and 5. As in the

case of the MDSCAL-5 program, the information content of the results was

already apparent in two dimensions. Figure 16 gives the two-dimensional

INDSCAL subject space representation for our 12 measures of partition

qistance applied to the 10-lattice sample. As is evident from comparison

~ith Fig. 15, the same basic clusterings appear, though in somewhat dif

ferent arrangements. The major difference in the INDSCAL plot is the way

in which the mild normalizations (INVRHEIT and INFOTBRY) are grouped near

to l-LAMBDA and away from the unnormalized metrics PAIRBONDS, INFOTWO,

and MULTINOM.

A third kind of numerical comparison of the distance measures is

more indirect and simply involves ordering the obtained stress values

(all computed by means of Kruskal's stress formula 1). Although va~ious

recent investigators (e.g., Zinnes, 1969; Young, 1970) have de_emphasized

the importance of stress as a sumraary statistic, except to indicate

obviously degenerate solutions, various results Of interest were obtained

from stress comparisons. Table 10 records stress values obtained by the

following averaging procedure designed to give a reasonable number of

replications in each cell (on the order of 10). A given partition measure,

a given output dimension (~2 or 3), and a given output metric (Euclidean

or city-block) were fixed, and the obtained stresses were first minimized

over the starting configuration with endpoint configuration held fixed,

and then averaged over endpoint configurations. Thus if ~ is a partition
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• PAIRBONDS

.6 IA

MULTINOM

•
.4

INFOTWO•
APPROX :m:nz: -.Tl2MINUS

.2 i-NT/SQP
lJi-NT/I+2 li
eNRVRTROP

0 -0 .2 .4 .6

Fig, 16. Two-dimensional INDSCAL SUbject space :rep:repentation
fo:r the 12 pa:rtition diptance measu:res,
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'[able 10

Stress Formula 1 Values Obtained for Given Measures of Partition Distance

4-lattice, 5-lattice, 6-lattice, 10-lattice, 4-lattice, 5-lattice, 6_lattice, 10-lattice,
r=1,dim=2 r=1,dim=2 r=1,dim=2 1'=1,dim=2 r=2,dim=2 r=2,dim=2 r=2,dim=2 r=2,dim=2

PAIRBONDS 17 25 25 2B 16 24 21 28

INlWI'WO 28 35 35 37 23 32 31 34

MULTINOM 27 34 29 35 23 31 28 33

INFOTHRY 24 32 35 21 29 28 32

l-NT!SQP 13 23 31 12 21 23 28
UJ
G\
a' l-NT/l+2 13 22 32 12 20 22 28

APPROX X 25 16 21 X 19 13 20

l-LAMBDA 24 31 37 20 27 29 32

ClITSQUAR 31 36

TI2MINUS 32 25 30

INVRHEIT 30 23 30

NVR.c"ITROP 31 22 28



Table 10 (COl.).t to.)

4-lattice, 5-lattice, 6-lattice, lO~lattice, 4-lattice, 5-lattice, 6-lattice, 10-lat~ice,

T=l,dim=3 r=1,dim=3 r=1,dim=3 r=1,dim=3 r=2,dim=3 T=2,dim=3 r=2,dim=3 r=2,dim=3

PAIRIDNDS 9 20 9 18

INFOTWO 18 26 16 24

MULTINOM 19 26 16 23

INFOTHRY l5 27 12 22

I-NT!SQP 6 18 7 16

I-NT!1+2 6 18 7 15
<»
0\,.,

APPROX 2 10 X 9

I-LAMBDA l6 25 12 20

CHISQUAR

TI2MINUS

INVRHEI'J'

NVRNTROP

Note.--Ao X indicates that ~~ns were made but produced no nondegenerate solutions.



diptance meapure (on a particular lattice), m ip the output metric, and

d ip the pcaling dimenpion, then the correpponding entry in Table 10 ip;

(24 )

p ) +
lumper

Psplitter) +

P .and P .
lumper splltter))

(stress minimum without

(stress minimum without

1
ptreppav(~;m,d) ~ 4((ptreps minimum 'with both endpoints) +

(stress minimum without

The averaging over endpoint configurations was dOJ:\e in order to provide

greater stability in the entries. Missing entries in the table indicate

that no scalings were done for the particular (il,m,d) configuration

correspo~ding to the cell. Only eight metrics were scaled with enough

different configurations to make reporting credible.

The following interpretation of Table 10. is Of interest. Let us

partially order the stress vectors in this table (for the eight metrics)

in the standard product ordering (the formula is as in (9) above). The

following figure shows that a remarkably close approximation to a linear

ordering emerges, This figure indicates that stress may, i~ fact, be a

more fundamental statistic than commonly thought, fOr not only is the

ordering very close to being linear (which indicates that stress is

essentially an ordinal invariant over lattice size, ry~tput metric, and

output dimension), but also the ordering is highly interpretable in terms

of our previous results. The information-theory lattice metrics and

their mild normalization INF'OTHRY (Cluster IB) are at the top of Figure

17. PAIRBONDS (the only representative of Cluster IA) is next in sequence,

followed by its strong normalizations l-NT/SQP and l-NT/l+2 l-LAMBPA

is an outlying point in the ordering but is contained in the segment
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~
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~3Y
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Fig, l7. fartial ordering of eight measures of partition distance
on the basis of obtained stress formula 1 values. One
measure is above another in the ordering if its stresses
are higher, component by component, in 'l'aN,ee 10, with
exceptions as noted.



(INFOTWO, PAIRBONDS) and hence is closer to this cluster than to APPROX

or to I-NT/l+2 and I-NT/SQP (compare again Fig. 15). APPROX is a

minimal element in the ordering, as is to be expected since the stress

approach is primary and hence APPROX has the fewest operative constraints.

This analysiil in terms of comparative stress behavior hence inte_

grates closely with the clailsification of different measureil by MDSCAL

and INDSCAL. Normalization appears in all caileil to reduce iltresil,

eilpecially severe normalization (1-NT/l+2 and l_NT/SQP). PAIRBONDS

derived measures give consistently lower stress than information-theoretic

ones, and--~f stress is taken seriously as a badness-of_fit function-

this situation reinforces our earlier comments to the effect that

PAIRBONDS is better adapted to multidimenilional ilcaling applications

than are information-theoretic measureil. From the iltandpoint of abilolute

goodness of fit in terms of Kruilkal's original category scale for obtained

stress values (1964a), the fit iil not impreilsive in any caile except for

APPROX; however, our analYiliil suggeilts that stresil should be taken more

ail an ordinal than ail a cardinal measure of fit in the non-degenerate

ranges, and in any case, the averages are ilomewhat lower than the average

stresses obtained by Stenson and Knoll (1969) for random orde'l;'ingil of

inte'I;'Point diiltances.

7. Application to a Sociobiolo5ical Example

In a study which provides the data bailis of a recent stochastj,c

model by Cohen (1970), Struhsaker (1967a, 1967b) has given detailed

reportings of the sleeping groups formed by vervet monkeys (CeJ:copithec,uil

aethiopil) over a ilix month obilervation period. These illeeping groups are

recorded in Table 11. Cohen (lgrO) has analyzed the size distribut~on
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Table 11

Sleeping Groups Formed by a Vervet Monkey

Troop on Successive Nightsa

I ~ adult male SG

~J ~ the older adult male (left the troop between

17·18 April and 27-28 April 1964)

III ~ adult male LP

IV ~ adult female UK

V ~ juvenile male LYA

VI ~ adu;Lt female TK

VII ~ young juvenile female D

Vln ~ young juvenile female B

IX ~ young juvenile female DR

X ~ j\.lVenil.e female NN

XI ~ subadult female N

XII ~ adult ;female TBW

XIII ~ two young indistinguishable juvenile males

XIV ~ infant male IK (son of IV)

XV ~ infant femlale TBW (born to XU betj'leen 4.5

Jan. and 29-30 Jan. 1964)

XVJ ~ infant male TK (born to VI between 29-30

Jan. and 4-5 Feb. 1964)

( continued)
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(1) 4-5 ~~n. 1964

(8) 29-30 Jan. 1964

(4) 9-10 Feb. 1964

(5) 23-84 Feb. 1964

(6) 24-85 Feb. ).964

(7) 1-8 March 1964

(8) 9-10 March 1964

(9) 31 March 1964

1 Apr. 1964

(10) 1-8 April 1964

(11) 4-5 Apri+ 1964

(18) 6-7 April 1964

(13) 1,7-18 AJ;lrU 1964

Table 11 (cont'd)

(lV, XIV] xnI)] (I] 1.;0:] V] XII, XII;1=), (XJ;,

IX] X)] (II)] (VlII, VlI] VI)

(VI, X] VIII, VII, IX), (I, II, III, IV, XIV,

XlI] XV] V, XI, XIII, XIIr)

(V,. XIII] XIII, IV, XIV] II, XII, XV, XI)]

(I), (III), (VJ:U, IX, VH, X, VI, XVI)

(III] :r:I, V)] (I, xr, XIII, XnI)] (X, IX),

(VIII] VII, VI, XVI] IV, XIV, XII, XV)

(XII, XV] XI)] (other 14)

(I, III, XI), (other 14)

(XII,XV, XI] IIr), (other 13)

(X), (XI] III, XIII, XII, XV)] (V, I, IX,

VII, VlII, VI, XVI] IV, XIV, II, XIII)

(nr, XIII, X), (XI, IX), (II, XII, XV)] (I,

VII, VIII, V, IV, XIV] VI, XVI, XIII)

(II, XII] XV), (XJ;, XIIJ:] !X) I (IV] XIV,

XIII), (VI, XVI, VII, VIII, III, I, V] x)

(I, rI), (VI, XVI), (III, x), (V)] (VII]

VIrI, IX] XII, XV, XIII, XIII] XI, IV] XIV)

(IV, XIV] XIII, XIII] XI] IX), (III] XII,

XV, VI, XVI, vrII, x), (II, I, VII] V)

(X), Crv] XIV] XIII] XIII, IX, XI), (III,

XII, XV)] (I, V, vr] XVI, VIr] VIII) (II)



(15) 30 April 1964

1 May 1964

(16) 4-5 May 1964

(17) 9-10 May 1964

(18) 11-12 May 1964

(20) 21-22 May 1964

(21) 1-2 June 1964

(22) 4-5 June 1964

Table 11 (cont'd)

(I, J:X, V, X, XJ:II, III), (XII, XV), (XI),

(IV, XIV, XIII, VJ:J:I, VII, VI, h~I)

(IV, XIV, XIII, J:X, X), (I, XJ:, XII, XV),

(VJ:, XVI, VII, VIII, XIJ:I, V), (III)

(VI, XVI), (IV, XIV, XIII), (III, XII, XV),

(I, XJ:), (X, XIIJ:, VJ:I, VIII, IX), (V)

(XIII, IX, XI), (III, I, V, XIIJ:), (XII, XV),

(VI, XVI, VII, VIII), (IV, XIV), (X)

(XIJ:, XV), (IX, III, XIII, X), (XI), (J:, V,

IV, XXV, xlrI),(VI, XVI, VII, VIII)

(XI, IX, X), (IXI), (V, XII, XV, VII, VIXX,

X, VI, XVI, xnI), (xIU, l-V, XIV)

(VI, XVI, VII, VIII), (IIJ:), (XI, IX),

(XII, XV), (I), (IV, XIV, XIII, XIII, X, V)

(XII, XV), (XI), (XIII, V, X, IV, XIV, J:X,

I), (){In, vr, XVI, VII, VUI), (III)

(XJ;I, XV, V), (XI), (VIII, xv, XIV), (I, X,

IX, XIXI), (VI, XVI, VIr, VXII), (III)

'.'

aTaken from Cohen (1970). Reproduced by permission of Harvard University

Press.
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of these sleeping groups in terms of a family of stochastic processes

(Which he terms LOST dynamics), and has found that these proCeSSes pre"

dict qUite well the size distribution found (which is essentially trun,ated

negative binomial), by contrast to a variety Of other possible random

processes.

Employing the scaling methods fOr partition spaces we haVe developed

and analyzed, a new analysis of the Struhsaker data was undertaken, with

an end to seeing Whether any systematic temporal variation would emerge

from a partition distance analysis. The only technical problems Were

that the underlying set of individuals varied slightly with time, and two

specific individuals were indiscernible to the obserVer (both labeled

XIIJ in Table 11). The first prob1em can be hand1ed for each of our

measures by simply computing Ci' d
J
, and z.. as if the sets underlying],.J ....-yo--

two given Partitions P and Q Were always identical, As for the dis-

cernib1e individua1s, for eaCh given sleeping group observation we took

the two possib1e ways of assigning individual identity to the indiscern_

ibles and identified the observation with a pair (P
l

,P
2

) of partitions.

Given two SUch pairs, an assigned distance for any distance measure m

may be computed by;

(25)

m* is clearly a metric if m is.

Scalings were then perfo~ed for eaCh one of the 12 measUres in

Table 4, in two and three dimensions with the Euclidean metric on the

output configuration. (Several different random initial configurations

were emp10yed as a c;ontJ;lql on the resu;Lt.) Figure;L8 gives the obtai.ned
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f~g. 18. Scal~pg of Struhsa~eT's data on vervet sleeping groups
over a six-month observation peri.od. 2 dimensions,
]:uclideap metric, rapdom confi.guration. Stress formula
1 '" ],8 .1~1" 1;'oint8 are ],abe.led aCcoJ:'dipg to the nwnbers
~ ~b~ li. .
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PAIIUPNDS configuration in two dimensions; as pT\Ovious analysis has in

dicated, this metric gives more information on lattice structure than

various of the other measures,

Figure 18 clearly shows (as can be retroactively verified by a visl,la;L

scan of the data in Table 1:1) that there is roug!;)ly a separating curve

whic!;) can be drawn between the data On time ~eriods 1,2, "" 8, differ

entiating these observations from the data for time periods 9,10, ",,22

as the process traces out a random walk in the scaling output. The groups

in period .1-8 have an average height (l\lmpiness)

__ v.: . (lc l.. I)· _
D~4.. 2 -

l

while those in the subsequent observatiop periods have an average height

of only 32,0 (see Table 4 for definition of P), A finer breakdown Of

more minor temporal fluctuations shows a strong tendency fOr the system

to evolve concentrically to an origin defined by the last observation,

The greater tendency of the group to sleep in larger units in the early

time periods may have been connected with the onset Of the copulating

Season (in May) and the termination of the normal birth season (the last

actual birth in this particular troop was in the period between 29-30

January and 4-5 February, 1964) (seeStruhsaker, 1967a, for more detailed

discussion of seasonal variation in reproductive behavior),

Although Cohen (1971, pp, 26-27) makes a brief eXSjl1ination of' tem-

poral variati0n in mean group size I which is proporti.anal til the reciprocal

of the nUmber of cells in the observed partitions andts hence a simple

cardinality measure, he discovers nO systematic variation of this quantity
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in time. In fact, however, this is probably in large part owing to the

cru~eness of cardinality as a measure, which we have alrea~y seen can

lead to degeneracies and instabilities in connection with attempted

scaling. Moreover, Cohen's emphasis is on an attempt to capture temporal

variation by a time-varying PoissOn process with a parameter possessing

a gamma distribution. Since the Poisson parameter is assumed separately

generated at each discrete time point , it is not surprising that the

resulting process fails to capture systematic diachronic variation.

Struhsaker (1967a, 1967b) undertakes the technically easier task of

searching for nonrandom entries in the incidence matrix ~efined by the

freguency with Which particular pairs slept in the same group (an analysis

similar to that performed for a semantic space by Miller, 1969). It is

not surprising that he foun~ such nonrandomicities (mother-infant being

the single most important). T)~ present results in~icate that the data

analyzed by Struhsaker an~ Cohen possess yet another :Level Of structure

which is important in the medium run, on a time scale Of perhaps several

months. This ad~itional structure may be important in confronting the

ina~eguately understood question--derived ultimately from evolutionary

sociohiology__ as to what pos$ible adaptive function the Propensity to

form sleeping groups may serve. From a standpoint related to that of

Lev:!,ns (1968b) , it may befruitful to think of vervet sl-eeping groups as

a response to a fluctuating but positively autocorrelated environment

contro:Lle~ by fee~back acting through in~ivi~ual behavior characteristics.

Pursuit of this direction of development takes us beyond the scope of the

present paper. ~t should be pointed out, however, that the medium run

evolution of the soc:!,al system becomes apparent by attacking q~r~e~c~t~ly~·
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the problem of overtime structural change in its fUll comple~ity. In

this particular apPlication, the MDSCAL algorithm reveals ~tself as an

e~tremely powerfUl method of e~tracting trend from fluctuation in a

structural space (the pa;vtition lattice) cons~derably wilder i;han the

standard n~dimensional ranilomwalll: famiUa:r: from statistical ]?hYSics.

8. Discussion

Most e~isting methodological studies of mUltidimensional scaling

ileal either with Minkowski r~space configurations (at most pertu;vbed by

noise), which it is the job of the ]?rogram to recover, Or with highly

general pro~imit:ymatrioeswithout much structu;ve, The preseni; st1.ldy is

an attempt to enter the problem at an inte~ediate level, where we are

scaling pro~imit:y matrices about whose structure we can sa:y something

analytically, but which are not even close to being Minkowskian fOr any

r • The part~tion lattice is an iileal starting point for such an analysis,

because of its very rich combinatorial structure (e.g., Whitman, 1946),

compined with the simplicity of basic partition algebra.

Th;i.s partial a priori knowledge of the struct\lrebE:ing investigated-., .,

allows inferences as to the "block bo~" nai;ure Of Shepard·Kruscal scaling

methods. Our major qualitative conclusions have alreadY been stated.

They are (1) the difficUlty of recovering the COmbination ru;le (i.e.,

the value of r for the Minkowski metric) for the underlying psycho~

logical space; (2) the utility of stress as ordinal evidence of badness.

of.fit, and (~) the nonuniqueness of MDSCAL solutions. We believe that

the last conclusion, combined with the resUlts of other studies, S1~lSgests

a particular way of viewing spatial representations Of the sti.mul,us dOmain.
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In discussing the nonunique nature of scaling solutions for the

partition lattice under a given metric, it was argued that such solutions

are interpretable only to the level of contours and clusters, not necep~

sarily down to the location of single points. Similarly, we would like

to argue that the traditional emphasiS upon the dimensions of multi~

dimensional scaling solutions may be unjustified. For partition metrics

of the type considered here, we have argued that the dimensionality is

two, and that this particular dimensionality is imposed by rather gross

features (e.g., cardinality) of the partitions. One consequence Of this

finding is that the investigator's attempt to attach psychologically

appropriate attributes to orthogonal axes in such a space becomes a

matter of little importance, contrary to the legacy of factor analysis.

It may be countered that the artificial data considered here constitute

a very special case. However, the author of a particularly competent

investigation using semantic stimuli (Arnold, 1971, p. 367) has denigrated

the naming of dimensions: "';rhe writer knows that an attempt to assign

names to dimensions descriptive of verbal concepts can amount to no more

than a self~administered word~association test. II

Perhaps the strongest emphasis upon dimensions has come from Beals,

Krantz, and ~versky (1968) who have argued that metric and dimensional

representations should be viewed as psychological theories of similar;i,ty,

rather than as methods of organizing, summarizing, or diSPlaying data

(in contrast to the viewpoint of Shepard, 1962). Beals, ~t al. have

stated that " ••• if multidimensional scaling models are regarded as useful

data reduction models rather than as theoretical models one may ask what

is the source of their USefulness (p. 141). II Two ptudies, in both of



which the dimensions were of minimal import~nce, may be cited to answer

this <;l\1estion.

The first finding comes from an investigation of the space of color

names carried out by Rapoport and Fillenbaum. On the basis of prior

analyses (e.(\., Shepard, 1962), these authors had expected to find a

circular representation, and their results confirmed that expectation.

Now at this point,the traditional emphasis would demand names for two

att;J:'ibutes underlying the circular representation (an especial:Ly difficult

task, given the inva;('iance up to a circular rotation of MDSCAL solutions).

Instead, Rapoport and Fillenbaum suggested the use of polar coordi~

nates, in which the "intrinsic"dimensiona;Lity i13 now equal to one, and

theto]?:Lc of interest is the ordering of colors aloXlgthis one "dimension."

Considering the result in polar coordin~tes renders useless most of the

elegant theoretical tests for dimensional representation (e. g., Beals,

~ al., 1968; Tversky and Krantz, 1969). Nonetheless, we thillk most

investigators would agree that the imaginative approach taken by ~apoport

alld Fillenbaum renders the data much mo;('e meaningful psychologically than

would an inslstence upon q\1estions of dimen13ional representations. The

advantage obtained from using polar coordinates for this particular set

of data suggests that strict adherence to Cartesian coordinate Sy13tems

may be unwise (13ee Coolidge, :L963,p. 171, for a S\1rvey of alternatives).

The second investigation is a superb 13tudyby Rumelhart and Abraham130n

(:L971) of the multidimen13ional space of animal name 13 obtained by Henley

(1969). If one asks the name13 of the dimensions Hen:Ley obtained, tl).e

answer,-si~e, ferocity, "humanness"--can hilrdly be surprising. The

important res\11t from her experiments is s\1rely not the names given to
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the dimensions; rather, the replicated spatial representation, per .::.::.

and the ~nderlying non-E~clidean metric (pointed o~t by Arnold (1971))

are the important findings. The validity of the space Henley obtained

was dramatically confirmed in a series of experiments by Rwnelpart and

Abrahamson, ~sing an "analogical paradigm." It is noteworthy that their

experimental task made no reference to the three dimensions listed above.

Instead, the s~bjects made analogical j~dgments of the form: Animal A is

to animal B as animal Cis to [x
l
,x

2
,x

3
,x4 ] (fo~r-alternative· forced

choice). By means of this experimental design, Rwnelhart and Abrahamson

verified the results of Henley (1969), but it sho~ld be noted that the

data ~pon which their study was based were the relative locations of

points (animals) within the spatial representation, rather than orientation

with respect tq any particular set of psychological dimensions.

Finally, perhaps the strongest empirical- eVidence against the tra

ditional emphasis upon dimensions has come from Lockhead1s (1970) st~dY

of m~ltidimensionaldiscrimination space. Lockhead argues that S's task

is one of locating the m~ltidimensional stimulus in a psychOlogical space

witho~t the requirement that the stim~l~s be analyzed according to its

separate components. An implication of this theory is that, in the design

pf a discrimination experiment, the set of stimuli that will be identified

most accurately is that for which the sum of the distances between each

stimulus and its immediate neighbors is a maximum and the variance Of

these distances is a minimum. Lockhead offers data to s~pport this im

plication for cases in which the underlying physical dimensions of the

stimuli are "analyzable" as well as other "~nanalyzable" cases (Shepard/

1964). Lockhead further arg~es that the (physical) dimension Of impox'tance
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is actuallY the relative location of the infonnation in a multidimensional

space, and he again offers experimental results in support of this thesis.

The studies by Rapoport and Fillenbaum and by Rumelhart and Abrahamson

were cited as evidence that a better understanding of pSyChological pro

cesses may be obtained by foregoing the usual emphasis upon PSYChological

dimensions. Lockhead's results suggest that the traditional approach to

discrimination learning places undue emphasis upon the physical dimensions

of the stimUli, since it is the relative lOCations of the stimuli within

the space that are important. If the underlying (physical) dimensions

are of as little consequence as his study suggests, then it would seem

that the usual emPhasis given to the possible recovery of corresponding

psychological dimensions in multidimensional scaling solutions may also

be ill-spent.
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APPENDIX

Interpoint Distance Ties for Certain Partition Measures

Let us first note that all our measures except I-LAMBDA and CHISQUAR

obviously have the general form

f(P,Q,P n Q) •

Moreover, as we see from inspection of these measures, if we denote by

t(p) the type of P, we in fact have

d(P,Q) = f(t(P),t(Q),t(p n Q)) •

Thus, d(P,Q) can assume at most T3 values, where T is the number
n n

of types in the n-lattice.

But by a result initially due to Hardy and Ramanujan (1918) (see

also Gupta et al., 1958) we have--
T

n
1 rrlri16

""'~e

4n.,13
as n--7OJ. ( i)

Now if the size of the n-lattice is denoted by E ,we can use ann .

unpUblished result of Joyal, Labelle, and Lorrain (n.d.) to simplify a

formula owing to Moser and Wyman (1955) and obtain

log En - n log n , (ii)

where in fact for 10 < n < 100 the ratio
log E

n
n log n is ve ry close to 2

(see table in Joyal, Labelle, and Lorrain, n.d.). Now the quantity we

want to show approaches zero as n .... 00 is



(iii)

By (i) and (ii) we see that:

( iv)

- 2 n log n -> - Cl)

and hence

This result says that the number of interpoint distance ties becomes

necessarily very large as n gets large as a consequence of the sym-

metries of the lattice and the invariance Of our measures, Stronger

results may be obtained by more detailed analysis of [Range dl • Fo~

examp:).e, if d is APPROX or TI2MINUS, then IRangE: I = n and WE: havE:

in the rangE: n = 10 1;0 n = 100

JRane;e dL 4 ( 4) ( )log (~n) ::::: log n - 2 log En ::= log n - n log n = 1- n log p, v
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FOOTNOTES

lcoPies ·of this progr'llllare available from Phipps' Arabie upon request.

2Specific.allYr theone-.dimens.ional target configuration used in the

Olivier .. p~ogr,am was obtained by associating each partition in the lattice

.withitsca:r:.din.ality, ..which is a crude but, in this instance , effective

quantification of the lattice dimension which orders partitions by fine-

ness as in Definition 1.1.

3In Kruskal's notation, stress formula 1 is

L: (d.. -
i<j lJ

I (d
ij

A 2
L:- d:i,j) d ..

:i,<j i<j lJ
stress formula 2 is

-)2
, where d ~

(~)
and n is

L: (d .. - d
i<j lJ

the number of po:i,nts in the scaling.

4J;.e., for which P < Q => v(p) < v(Q) .

5For any metric space M with metric f.l, an autometry a of M

is a bijection a : M --. M which is distance-preserving, i. e., for which

f.l(x,y) ~ f.l( ax, O-y), for all x,y EM. The set of an autometries

clearly forms a group under composition. That the autometry group of

all our metrics is precisely given by relabeling the elements of the

underlying set being partitioned is not completely trivial, and was

,-
proved by Jonsson (personal communication).
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6Another study of the present authorp puggests that a general fea~ure

of the MDSCAL algorithm in Euolidean space appears to be this observed

priority .given to the reoovery of symmetries possessed by the input prox·

imity matrix.

7It should also be noted, however, that precisely the linear behavior

(5) which effectively discriminates types also causes the ~AIR~NDS soal·

ings to degenerate on the lO·lattice sample where ?1 is present,umper

While INFOTWQ does not degenerate in this caSe. If, however, ~1umpe):'

is removed, the behavior of PAIRBONDS is more satisfaotory than that of

INFOTWO, as earlie):' figures demonstrate.
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